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Abstract
Planetary nebulae (PNs) represent the last dying stages of evolution for sunlike stars. Though astronomers have traditionally studied PNs in optical emission
lines, which mainly probe UV-photoionized gas, the study of X-ray emission from
PNs offers insight into much more energetic process associated with stellar death. I
present and analyze the results of multiple Chandra X-ray observations of the X-raybright, young PN BD+30◦3639. The Chandra datasets analyzed include a 3.5-day
gratings spectroscopy observation for a total of 300 ks exposure and two direct CCD
imaging observations. This thesis is based primarily on a detailed spatial/spectral
analysis of the gratings data. Modeling of this gratings spectrum indicates the
presence of a range of plasma temperatures from Tx ∼ 1.7 × 106 K to 2.9 × 106
K and conclusively demonstrates that C and Ne are highly enhanced, while N and
Fe are depleted. These results are generally consistent with earlier results obtained
from X-ray CCD imaging spectroscopy of BD+30◦ 3639, but are far more precise.
iv

v

I obtained a direct Chandra CCD image in 2009 to compare with the Chandra
CCD image obtained in 2000 and thereby to test the hypothesis that the X-ray
emission could be due to fast-expanding jets. The error normalized difference image
(2009 - 2000) does not reveal an apparent expansion signature, and comparison of
flux images does not show any significant change in surface brightness over the 9
year span, indicating that the X-rays are generated by a quasi-spherical wind from
the present-day central star. I argue that an exponential decline in flux below ∼ 1
keV is caused by the contamination of the CCD imaging detector rather than a real
decline in flux from the PN, and suggest that BD+30◦3639 is a good candidate for
the long-term calibration of this Chandra instrument.
I construct 3-dimensional plasma models to describe the intrinsic structure of
the X-ray-emitting region of BD+30◦3639 by reproducing the grating spectroscopy
results (both the 0th order image and dispersed images), taking into account the
physical/chemical plasma components and intervening absorption obtained from
spectral model fitting and Chandra’s instrumental characteristics. This approach
takes advantage of volumetric 3D modeling (V3D) routines under development at
MIT’s Kavli Institute. I present results in the form of X-ray spectra and images
synthesized using spectral-V3D models. I outline how these studies of BD+30◦3639
serve to constrain models of stellar evolution and PN morphologies and to guide
the development of sophisticated models of the wind interactions responsible for the
superheated gas within PNs.
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Chapter 1

X-ray Astronomy and Chandra
X-ray Observatory

Astronomers have pioneered the development of powerful telescopes in order to
study the evolution, physics, and formation of the celestial objects, as well as the
origin of universe. However, prior to the 20th centry, this development was limited to
visible light. Since the middle of 20th century, the observational field of astronomy
has moved beyond the visible, so that observations of invisible positions of the
electromagnetic spectrum such as radio, infrared, and more recently ultraviolet, Xray and gamma rays, are available. In this thesis, X-ray astronomy observations will
be the focus.
1

2
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1.1

History

X-ray astronomy began when it was discovered that the sun emits X-rays (Tucker &
Giacconi, 1985). However, since X-rays from the sky are absorbed by the Earth’s atmosphere, X-ray detectors must be flown to above it. Therefore, X-ray astronomers
have used balloons, rockets and satellites. Satellites are the preferred method to
obtain high-quality X-ray images.
In the late 1960’s, the Third Orbiting Solar Observatory obtained observations
of solar flares and first detected the diffuse cosmic X-ray background1 . X-ray satellite astronomy then advanced in the 1970’s and 1980’s. Uhuru, launched in 1970,
provided a first view of the entire X-ray sky and catalogued a few hundred X-ray
point sources, including binary stars, supernova remnants (SNR), and galaxies. Following Uhuru, Einstein Observatory was launched in 1978. It was the first X-ray
telescope to use grazing incidence focusing optics, which dramatically increased the
detection sensitivity (by ∼ 100 times)2 . This same basic configuration was adopted
by subsequent X-ray telescopes, resulting in collecting power and imaging ability
with a few arcsecond resolution for X-ray astronomers to conduct their research. In
the early 1990’s, the ROSAT conducted the first X-ray all-sky survey using imaging
sensors and detected more than 100,000 X-ray objects3 . ASCA was the first Xray mission to employ CCDs, thereby combining imaging capability with moderate
spectral resolution4 .
1

http://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/sats n
http://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/sats n
3
http://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/sats n
4
http://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/sats n
2

data/missions/oso3.html
data/missions/heao2.html
data/missions/rosat.html
data/missions/asca.html
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Chandra and XMM-Newton, both launched in 1999, have now ushered in a new
era in X-ray astronomy, with an order of magnitude improvement in sensitivity and
resolution for X-ray imaging and spectroscopy. In early 2000’s, Suzaku and SWIFT
were launched. Suzaku suffered a failure of one of its spectrometers, however, and
in any case is far interior to both Chandra and XMM in terms of spatial resolution.
SWIFT is a special-purpose, rapid-response high-energy mission, also with limited
spatial and spectral resolution. Beyond 2010, X-ray astronomers are actively pursuing the design and development of a new X-ray telescope, the International X-ray
Observatory5 , with joint participation from NASA, European Space Agency and
Japan’s Aerospace Exploration Agency.

1.2
1.2.1

Chandra X-ray Observatory
Background

The Chandra X-ray Observatory (CXO)
is the X-ray telescope follow-on to the ROSAT and ASCA Observatories. It was
launched and deployed by the Space Shuttle on July 23, 1999 from Kennedy Space
Center in Florida. Its orbit is high elliptical and varies with time. It had a perigee
of ∼ 22,000 km and an apogee of ∼ 12,000 km as of December 20076 . The high
elliptical orbit allows for high observing efficiency, because Chandra maintains an
altitude above of the Earth’s radiation belts on every orbit. The orbital period is
5
6

http://ixo.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://cxc.harvard.edu/proposer/POG/html/
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63.5h and the longest continuous observations are 160 ksec. As described below,
Chandra’s missions are most efficient in the energy range 0.1 to 10 KeV and have
<

∼ 0.5 arcsec spatial resolution at 1.0 KeV.

1.2.2

Scientific Instruments

The instruments aboard CXO include optics, detectors, and operation controls.
The key science components relevant to my research are the High Resolution Mirror Assembly (HRMA), Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS), Low Energy Transmission Grating Spectrometer (LETGS), and Science Instrument Module
(SIM) (Figures 1.1).

HRMA
Lenses for visible light are made of transparent and refractive materials and focus
an image. Mirrors for optical and infrared are used for reflection at near-normal
incidence and collect light. However, there is no means to focus a X-ray image in
the same way. Therefore, X-ray telescopes use reflection at large incidence angles
to the normal using grazing-incidence mirrors, so that high-energy photons are not
absorbed by the optics. The HRMA aboard Chandra consists of four sets of concentric thin-walled, grazing-incidence Wolter type-I iridium-coated mirrors. Each front
mirror is a paraboloid and each back mirror is a hyperboloid (Figure 1.2). So, an
annular on-axis beam hits each mirror pair and is reflected, and then exits to form an
image. The mirrors have high reflectivity for photons with energies between 0.1 and
10 KeV. The concentric paraboloid/hyperboloid configuration increases the photon
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collecting power and minimizes the aberration associated with a single reflection.

ACIS
The Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS) is one of the two imaging instruments at the HRMA focal plane and consists of an array of Charge Coupled Devices
(CCD). It can simultaneously obtain high-resolution images and moderate resolution
spectra – the latter by constructing energy histograms of detected photons, since
the CCD charge collected is proportional to energy – and is also used in conjunction
with two types of transmission gratings to obtain high-resolution spectra.
ACIS consists of 10 planar full-frame CCD chips, with an identical size (1024×1024
pixels). It is divided into two parts: Four chips (2×2 array) are used for direct imaging and six chips (1×6 array) used either for direct imaging (ACIS-I) or gratings
spectroscopy (ACIS-S) (Figures 1.3). In the ACIS-S, two CCDs (S1 and S3) are
back-illuminated and the other 4 are front-illuminated CCDs. A single pixel size is
24µm and is equivalent to 0.49 arcsecond of angular width on the sky. To minimize
readout time, each CCD is divided by four readout sectors and four amplifiers in
parallel. The nominal frame readout time of an ACIS CCD is ∼ 3.2 second. Quantum efficiency of the ACIS CCDs range from 30 to 80% depending on the CCD type
and photon energy.

LETGS
The Low Energy Transmission Grating Spectrometer (LETGS) is one of the two
grating spectrometers mounted on the CXO. It can be used in combination with the

6
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spectroscopy array (ACIS-S) or the High Resolution Camera spectroscopic array
(HRC-S). In this thesis, only the LETG/ACIS-S combination will be described in
detail since this work focuses on an observation obtained with these instruments
(see LETG/ACIS-S section below). Combined with use of the ACIS-S, LETGS has
an effective wavelength range of 1.2 to 60 Å , corresponding to 0.2 to 10 KeV in
energy. The spectral resolving power of LETGS/ACIS-S ranges from E/∆E ∼ 130
at 5 Å to E/∆E ∼ 1000 at 40 Å (Dewey 2002). The dispersion is 1.148 Å/mm.
The LETG consists of assembly of a individual gratings with periods of 0.99µm
that are positioned behind the HRMA (Figure 1.4). The grating facets are mounted
on the Grating Element Support Structure and are aligned so as to produce a single
dispersed image. Each facet contains ∼ 80 triangular grating elements and lies on
the Rowland torus. Because the gratings will focus all wavelengths on the same
circle when placed on a Rowland circle, the Rowland geometry is used to minimize
the aberrations while maintaining a wide spectral range, and it is possible to include
different orders simultaneously (Figure 1.5).

SIM
The SIM adjusts instruments to the best telescope focal distance and selects instruments and aimpoints by moving along an axis orthogonal to the optical axis.
It houses the two focal plane instruments, ACIS and HRC, and has electronics to
control the operation of scientific instruments via its communications units (Figure 1.6). Because the three fundamental coordinate systems (Chip, Detector, Sky)
in CXO are fixed with respect to the SIM’s position and orientation, this information
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is essential to calculate the conversions between the various coordinate systems.
LETG/ACIS-S
We used the LETG to observe the target of interest in combination with the ACIS-S
instead of the HRC. This combination, LETG/ACIS-S, has some advantages. First,
ACIS has the capability to discriminate between different overlapping orders via
the change released by the incoming photons. Second, it has very low background
noise (≤ 0.01 counts/pixel/100ksec), which was is an important factor for the longexposure observation analyzed here. Finally, comparison of spectra obtained from
simulation shows that the LETG/ACIS combination has superior sensitivity relative
to HETG/ACIS, particularly for observations of soft X-rays.
Dissertation Objectives and Structure
The goal of this dissertation are to understand the origin and nature of X-ray emitting gas and planetary nebula morphology, and to apply new techniques to the study
of them. Ch 2 will introduce the stellar evolution and planetary nebula and present
a description of the relevant astrophysics. Ch 3 will present the results of the highresolution X-ray spectrum of the planetary nebula BD+30◦ 3639, and the study of
the orgin of X-ray emitting gas using multi-epoch direct X-ray images will be presented in Ch 4. Ch 5 will present the development of an algorithm to construct
physics-based model 3D images of this planetary nebula.

8
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Figure 1.1 Chandra X-ray Observatory overview. From the Chandra Proposers’
Observatory Guide (http://cxc.harvard.edu/proposer/POG/html/index.html).
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Figure 1.2 High Resolution Mirror Assembly Configuration. From Brissenden 2001.
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Figure 1.3 A schematic of the ACIS focal plane showing the 4 ACIS-I chips for
imaging (I0 – I3) and the 6 ACIS-S chips for spectroscopy (S0 – S3). From the
Chandra Proposers’ Observatory Guide.
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Figure 1.4 The Low Energy Transmission Gratings assembly. The individual gratings facets are distributed around 4 concentric rings, each of which coincides with a
Chandra mirror shell. From http://www.sron.nl/divisions/hea/chandra/short.html
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Figure 1.5 A schematic diagram of the Rowland geometry used for X-ray transmission gratings spectroscopy. From Chandra Proposers’ Observatory Guide
(http://cxc.harvard.edu/proposer/POG/html/index.html).
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Figure 1.6 A schematic diagram of the SIM (external view). From Chandra Proposers’ Observatory Guide
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Chapter 2
Stellar Evolution and Planetary
Nebulae
Stellar evolution begins with the gravitational collapse of molecular clouds to form
<

protostars. Protostars with insufficient mass (∼ 0.08M⊙ ) never reach a high enough
temperature for nuclear fusion, and become brown dwarfs. More massive protostars
will eventually generate nuclear energy by hydrogen burning and thereby become
main sequence stars. Such stars are relatively stable for their hydrogen burning
lifetime due to hydrostatic equilibrium. The dominant energy source in this phase
is nuclear fusion by converting hydrogen to helium via the proton-proton chain or
>

(for stars of mass ∼ 2M⊙ ) the carbon-nitrogen-oxygen (CNO) cycle. After using
up the hydrogen in its core as an energy source, a star leaves the main sequence
phase. The durations of the main sequence phase and subsequent evolutionary
tracks as well as a star’s eventual chemical composition, are critically dependent
15
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on initial stellar mass (Figure 2.1). Therefore, to understand planetary nebulae, it
is necessary to study in detail the characteristics and the theory of nucleosynthesis
during the evolutionary stages of the intermediate-mass (1-8 M⊙ ) stars that are the
progenitors of planetary nebulae1 .

2.1

Stellar Evolution of Intermediate-mass Stars

When all H is transformed into He in the core, nuclear energy ceases and the core
temperature decreases. As the He core contracts gravitationally, H shell burning
around the inactive He core expands the envelope of evolving star, so that its luminosity increases accordingly. This is the Red Giant Branch (RGB) where a star
continuously climbs up the Hertzprung-Russell (HR) Diagram (Figure 2.2).
<

If the initial mass is Mi ∼ 1M⊙ , the He core becomes electron-degenerate without
forming into heavier elements, and the experiences a degenerate He core flash and
enters the zero age horizontal branch, finally ending as a He-rich white dwarf. In
>

contrast, more massive (Mi ∼ 1M⊙ ) stars ignites the He core and start to burn He.
After the He core is exhausted, the star forms a C/O core that is surrounded by a Heand H-shell burning, and the C/O core gradually contracts and becomes electrondegenerate without C core ignition. This state characterizes the Early Asymptotic
Giant Branch (E-AGB).
During the E-AGB, He shell burning is the dominant energy source; He ignites
explosively which produces a periodic convective mixing process (see details in Sec.
1

>

Stars with Mi ∼ 8M⊙ will explode as supernova and will not become planetary nebulae
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2.1.1). Then, the star evolves further up the AGB evolutionary track and enters
the Thermally-Pulsing AGB (TP-AGB). In this phase, H-shell burning is the dominant energy source and the He-shell is mainly inactive, although convective mixing
periodically occurs after He-shell flashes.
<

A star on the TP-AGB has a high luminosity (∼ 104 L⊙ ) and a cool (T ∼ 3000K)
photosphere. The star then evolves to higher temperature and follows a horizontal
path to the left on the HR diagram, and once the photosphere exceeds a few ×
10 kK, becomes a planetary nebula (PN). Quasi-periodical pulsation on the TPAGB leads to dust formation in the AGB star envelope which, in turn, initiates
the ejection of the envelope. Therefore, AGB pulsations, combined with radiation
pressure on dust, leads to mass loss and ejection of the envelope.
The slowly expanding circumstellar envelope that originates from the AGB progenitors of a PN will eventually be overtaken by a fast stellar wind originating
from unveiled the AGB core (See sec. 2.2). After blowing outer envelope in PN
phase, this core will evolve to become a white dwarf (WD). The resulting WD is
composed of electron-degenerate matter and hence is the final evolutionary stage of
intermediate-mass (1 – 8M⊙ ) stars. Because WDs do not have an energy source nor
sufficient thermal pressure to prevent gravitational collapse, they remain extremely
dense (∼106 g/cm3 ) and continuously cool down from initial temperatures ∼ 100kK
to ∼ 10kK over billions of years.

18
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2.1.1

Nucleosynthesis in Planetary Nebula progenitors

Asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars, the progenitors of PNs, are the last stages
of stellar evolution driven by nuclear burning. Their nuclear products are brought
to the stellar surface via a convective mixing process (Busso 1999; Herwig 2005),
or “dredge-up”. During the following evolutionary phase, the PN, the star will expell those nuclear processing products, like He, C, N and neutron capture elements
(Z>30), into the ambient interstellar medium (ISM) via stellar winds (or PN ejections). Therefore, to study PN, it is essential to understand how the convective
mixing process occurs during the late evolutionary stages of AGB stars.
AGB stars with intermediate initial masses may experience up to three stages of
dredge-up events. The first dredge-up occurs and ensues during the RGB evolution.
In this phase, the core is almost entirely He but is inactive, and the dominant energy
source is H shell burning around the He core. While the envelope expands outward
due to the nuclear energy produced via H-shell burning, the convective envelope
penetrates downward to the partially CN processing zone formed during the main
sequence stage (see Fig. 3a in Busso et al. 1999) and the abundances of light
elements are drastically changed. Theoretical simulations (Busso et al. 1999) show
enhancements of

13

C and

14

N, while

12

C and

16

O are decreased by proton captures

(see Fig. 2 in Busso et al. 1999).
The second dredge-up occurs at the E-AGB phase, when He core burning ends.
The end of He core burning generates instability in the convective envelope and it
extends downwards deep into the star (see Fig. 3b in Busso et al. 1999). In this
stage, the C/O core forms and He-shell burning is active and a dominent energy
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source, while the H-shell is inactive. The second dredge-up results in enhancement
of 4 He and

14

N, while

12

C is depleted (Becker & Iben 1979).

The third dredge-up (TDU) occurs and ensues at the TP-AGB phase. The
TDU is a primary process responsible for bringing nucleosynthesis products to the
surface (Herwig 2005). H-shell burning is a major energy source, while the Heshell is inactive. However, a periodic mass increase of He-shell can generate the
He-shell flashes and the thermal pulses that expand the He-shell layer. Hence,
the star becomes cooler and the convective envelope penetrates downward to the
inner regions of the star. The TDP is recurrent until the envelope mass is less
than ∼ 0.3 - 0.5 M⊙ . TDU generates a discontinuity condition between the H-rich
envelope and the H-poor and C-rich intershell regions (Herwig 2005, Sterling &
Dinerstein 2008) (Figure 2.3) and leads to slow neutron (n)-capture nucleosynthesis
(s-process). Nuclei of

12

C captures protons and forms a rich layer of

13

C. However,

the mechanism of how protons penetrate the discontinuity and are captured by
12

C is not fully understood yet. Subsequently, during the TDU time interval, the

reaction

13

C(α,n)16 O provides free neutrons in this rich layer of

13

C, and those

neutrons are captured by iron-peak “seed” nuclei and transform. these nuclei into
heavier elements (see details in Ch 3). In subsequent TDU events, 4 He,

12

C, and

the products of s-process are brought to the surface, and these elements should be
detectable by spectroscopic observations of PNs. Such observations are our best
means to test “dredge-up” theory.
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2.2

What are Planetary Nebulae?

As just described, planetary nebulae (PNs) represent the near-final stages of evolution for stars of initial mass 1-8 M⊙ . The central star that generates a PN has
terminated its asymptotic giant branch (AGB) evolution, but its ejected stellar envelope has yet to disperse entirely, such that the star’s newly exposed hot core (the
eventual white dwarf remnant) ionizes and illuminates the envelope via UV radiation. Though PNs have traditionally been studied in optical emission lines, which
probe photoionized and/or shocked gas, many PNs also emit radiation at wavelengths from the radio through the X-ray. A single object may harbor pockets of
cold (< 100K), dense (∼ 106 - 107 cm−3 ) molecular gas yet display emission from
rarefied, hot plasma at T > 106 K and n ∼ 102 cm−3 . Hence the study of PNs yields
insight into gaseous nebulae over a very wide range of physical conditions. PNs also
provide proving grounds for theories concerning fundamental astrophysical processes
such as wind-wind interactions and ISM replenishment and chemical enrichment.
Viironen et al. (2009) classified the morphologies of 133 PN using Hα images,
and found that 46% of them are round and 20% are ellipitical, 20% are irregular,
and 14% are bipolar. My thesis work centers on a comprehensive study of the young
elliptical PN BD+30◦ 3639 that is designed, in part, to understand how this PN fits
into the PN morphological “sequence” and whether BD+30◦ 3639 might in fact be
in transition from spheroid/elliptical to bipolar morphology.
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The Mechanism producing X-ray Emitting Gas
in Planetary Nebulae

A PN forms when the expelled envelope of an asymptotic giant branch star is ionized
by UV from the newly exposed stellar core — a future white dwarf — generating
an expanding, visible-light nebula. The photoionized gas in a typical PN is far too
cool to emit X-rays and the central stars are, at best, sources of very soft X-rays.
However, theorists have long predicted that high-temperature X-ray emission should
arise from a so-called “hot bubble” formed interior to the optically emitting ionized
gas (e.g., Kwok et al. 1978; Zhekov & Perinotto 1996)(Fig. 2.4). The hot bubble
likely forms as a consequence of one of the following processes (Soker & Kastner
2003):
(1) A new, fast (vw ≃ 500 - 1000 km s−1 ) wind can be blown by the nowcompact central star via (UV) radiation pressure on ions. When this winds rams
into the ejected red giant envelope that is coasting outward at ∼ 10 km s−1 , the
fast wind is shocked to temperatures > 106 K (see 2.3.1), producing an X-ray-bright
“bubble” that sweeps the red giant ejecta into a thin shell. This scenario has much
in common with the wind-blown bubbles around OB stars and Wolf-Rayet stars
(Chu et al. 2004).
(2) When a companion (either a main sequence star or a white dwarf) accretes
mass from the PN progenitor, the resulting star-disk system produces fast jets (Livio
& Soker, 1988) (or a collimated fast wind), which are shocked to X-ray-emitting
temperatures. This configuration, which might result in X-ray jets or bullets, likely
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closely resembles that of disk-jet systems associated with protostars or active galactic
nuclei.

2.3.1

Shock Physics

As described above, shocks should play an important role in the creation of “hot
bubbles”. Within the PNe gas properties before and after the shock are related by
the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions:

ρ1 u1 = ρ2 u2

(2.1)

ρ1 u21 + P1 = ρ2 u22 + P2

(2.2)

1 2
P1
1
P2
u1 + ǫ1 +
= u22 + ǫ2 +
2
ρ1
2
ρ2

(2.3)

where
ǫ=

3P
2ρ

=

3kT
,
2m

describing the motions of ideal gas having no viscosity, and (u1 , u2 ),

(ρ1 , ρ2 ), and (P1 , P2 ) are the velocity, density, and pressure of the shocked and
unshocked gas, repectively.
Using the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions, we may solve for the density,
pressure, and temperature in terms of the Mach number, which is the ratio of the
velocity of the shock to the sound speed of the unshocked gas (M1 ≡ u1 /a1 =

q

ρ1 u1
)
γP1
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(γ + 1)M12
u1
ρ2
=
=
2
ρ1
(γ − 1)M1 + 2
u2

(2.4)

P2
2γM12 + 2
u1
=
=
P1
γ+1
u2

(2.5)

[(γ − 1)M12 + 2][2γM12 − (γ − 1)]
T2
=
T1
(γ + 1)2 M12

(2.6)

where γ is the adiabatic index of gas (and will be

5
3

for an ideal gas).

For a strong shock, defined as M1 ≫ 1, we then have the simplifications.

γ+1
ρ2
≈
ρ1
γ−1

(2.7)

2ρ1 u21
P2
≈
P1
γ+1

(2.8)

2
u1
γ+1

(2.9)

2(γ − 1) m 2
u
(γ + 1)2 k 1

(2.10)

u2 =

T2 ≈

where m is the mass of a hydrogen atom.
Therefore, using eq. 2.10, we can calculate the postshock temperature from the
kinetic energy of unshocked gas:
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T ≃ 2 × 107 (

2.4

u1
)2 K
1000km/s

(2.11)

X-ray Observations of PNe by Chandra and
XMM-Newton

The preceding subsection shows that, for shock speeds of a few hundred km/s typical
of PN central star winds, we expect the shocked plasma to reach X-ray emitting
temperatures. The Chandra and XMM-Newton X-ray observatories have provided
dramatic confirmation of this hypothesis (Kastner et al. 2008 and refs. therein;
hereafter, K08). Fig. 2.4 shows diffuse X-ray emitting gas detected by Chandra
(BD+30◦3639; Mz 3; NGC 6543, 7027, 40) and XMM-Newton (NGC 2392, 3242,
7009, 7026). These results provid strong observational evidence of “hot bubbles”
and/or energetic jets in PNe.
The hot bubble is formed when the fast wind blown from central star rams into
the slow outward wind ejected from red-giant envelope. Under these circumstances,
two shock fronts are generated. The outer shock propagates into the slow wind, and
the inner shock moves towards central star. Due to the high velocity of the central
stellar wind, the inner shock will have a very high temperature and become a highly
ionized plasma; this is to the referred to as the “hot bubble” (Fig. 2.5). Theories
describing wind interactions within PNe – for example, the simple shock theory
outlines in Sec. 2.3 – predict that the plasma temperature within the hot bubble
<

should be high enough for the generation of soft (∼ 1 keV) X-ray emission (Eq. 2.11),
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and that the dimensions of the hot bubble X-ray source should be smaller than that
of the optically-emitting, ionized nebula (e.g., Zhekov & Perinotto 1996; Soker &
Kastner 2003; and references therein). ROSAT X-ray observations of PNe appeared
to offered early support for these predictions (Kreysing et al. 1992; Guerrero et al.
2000; however see also Chu et al. 1993).
However, certain puzzling aspects of the wind-collision-generated hot bubbles
within PNe remain to be explained. In particular, contrary to the expectations
of simple wind-collision models (Eq. 2.11), the temperature of the X-ray emitting
hot bubbles in PNe does not appear to depend on the present central star wind
velocity (K08). Furthermore, the optical and X-ray emitting regions of the same
object can display sharp differences in abundances (e.g., Maness et al. 2003 and refs.
therein). These observations raise fundamental questions, e.g.: what heating and
cooling mechanisms govern the temperature of the X-ray emitting plasma? Does
the X-ray emission emanate primarily from the former AGB star wind, the present
central star wind, or some mixture of the two?
These questions provide the motivation for the observations and analysis in chapters 3 – 5.
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Figure 2.1 A diagram of stellar evolution as a function of time (left to right) and
initial mass (increasing from bottom to top) (From http://chandra.harvard.edu/).
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Figure 2.2 Hertzprung-Russell diagram of a complete 2M⊙ evolution track from main
sequence to white dwarf. From Herwig. 2005

28
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Figure 2.3 Diagram of third dredge-up. From Herwig 2005
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Figure 2.4 Image of all of the PNe. Blue color represents the diffused X-ray emission
obtained by Chandra and XMM-Newton. All images are combined with HST images
(yellow and green).
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Figure 2.5 Schematic diagram of the wind, shock and ionization structure of a spherical planetary nebula

Chapter 3
High-Resolution X-ray
Spectroscopy of Planetary Nebula
BD+30◦3639
3.1

Introduction

BD+30◦ 3639 (“Campbell’s Star”) is a young, elliptical planetary nebula with a
carbon Wolf-Rayet([WC]-type) central star; it has been studied at a wide variety
of wavelengths (Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.1). The nearby (distance ∼ 1.2 kpc; Li et
al. 2002) BD+30◦ 3639 has a young dynamical age ∼ (700 yr; Leuenhagen et al.
1996), and its fast wind speed is ∼ 700 km s−1 (Leuenhagen et al. 1996; Marcolino
et al. 2007). It is an excellent target for X-ray observations, due to its unusually
large soft X-ray flux at earth (FX ∼ 4×10−13 erg cm−2 s−1 , 0.1-2.0 keV; Kreysing
31
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et al. 1992; Arnaud et al. 1996). Kreysing et al. (1992) first detected X-rays from
BD+30◦3639 with ROSAT, and estimated the hydrogen column density toward and
plasma temperature within the X-ray nebula (NH ∼ 1.4 × 1021 cm−2 and Tx ∼ 2.5
× 106 K, respectively). The latter result ruled out, e.g., a hot companion to the
∼ 30 kK central star as the X-ray source and suggested the presence of a windshock-generated hot bubble within BD+30◦3639.
Using the Chandra Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS), Kastner et
al. (2000) demonstrated that X-ray emission from BD+30◦ 3639 was spatially extended, and that the X-ray emitting gas is fully confined within the ∼5′′ diameter
elliptical ring of photoionized gas seen in optical and IR images. While these results supported the existence of a “classical” hot bubble within BD+30◦3639, one
could not rule out other possibilities, such as jets resulting from binary interactions
(Bachiller et al. 2000; Kastner et al. 2001, 2002; Soker & Kastner 2003; Akashi et
al. 2008). Whether the X-ray emitting gas comes from jets or a fast spherical wind,
there remains the question of the role, if any, of heat conduction between the X-ray
emitting gas and the visible shell (Soker 1994; Zhekov & Perinotto 1996; Zhekov &
Myasnikov 1998, 2000), and/or mixing of the two media (Chu et al. 1997) enhanced
by instabilities (Steffen et al. 2005, 2008; Stute & Sahai 2006; Schönberner et al.
2006), in moderating the X-ray temperature to levels well below that expected from
collisions between the present-day 700 km s−1 stellar wind and the previously ejected
AGB star envelope.
The source of the X-ray-emitting gas in BD+30◦ 3639 also remains to be determined, even though it has been a favorite subject of X-ray CCD spectroscopy.
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Arnaud et al. (1996) obtained estimates of X-ray plasma abundances using ASCA
CCD imaging spectrometer data, finding C, N and Ne to be significantly overabundant and Fe to be significantly depleted. Similar results were obtained via analysis
of Chandra and Suzaku CCD imaging spectroscopy (Kastner et al. 2000; Maness
et al. 2003; Murashima et al. 2006). However, these results are somewhat at odds
with those obtained from optical/IR wavelengths that show, e.g., depleted Ne in
the bright shell of the PN. While the presence of an enhanced Ne abundance in the
X-ray-emitting plasma seems reasonably secure, the degree of Ne overabundance
as well as other abundance anomalies — such as highly enhanced C and highly depleted Fe, also inferred on the basis of X-ray CCD spectral modeling — remain quite
uncertain. Indeed, Georgiev et al. (2006) argued that X-ray CCD spectra cannot
provide definitive constraints on the plasma abundances in PNe.
To make progress on these and other problems concerning the nature and origin
of the X-ray-emitting plasma within PNs requires X-ray observations at high spectral
resolution, from which we unambiguously infer, with improved precision, the temperature and composition of the X-ray emitting plasma. With this motivation, we obtained a deep observation of BD+30◦3639 using Chandra’s Low Energy Transmission
Gratings spectrometer in combination with its Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (LETG/ACIS-S). We selected LETG/ACIS-S (as opposed to HETG/ACIS-S or
LETG/HRC-S) for Chandra gratings observations of BD+30◦3639 on the basis of
the superior background rejection, soft X-ray sensitivity, and order-sorting capabilities of this configuration. In addition to the dispersed spectrum of BD+30◦ 3639 (for
which preliminary results were presented in Kastner et al. 2006), the LETG/ACIS-S
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observations produced a highly sensitive, undispersed 0th-order image of the PN. In
this section, we present a comprehensive analysis of the dispersed LETG/ACIS-S
spectrum of BD+30◦3639.

3.2

X-ray Gratings (LETG) Data Reduction Processing Steps

X-ray gratings data analysis starts with the basic calibrated (Level 1) event file.
It may be reprocessed to create an updated event file and a new bad pixel file by
applying the most recent calibrations. Processing1 of X-ray gratings spectra is then
divided into two parts: pre-pulse height amplitude (PHA) and post-PHA as shown
in Fig. 3.2. Pre-PHA processing (Level 1.5 & 2 in Fig. 3.2) includes processing to
calibrate all events, assign wavelengths to the events, and compute instrumental
responses. Post-PHA is the application of instrumental responses and extraction
of the physical properties of the source spectrum through the application of an
appropriate spectral model.
tgdetect tgdetect is to find the 0th-order location (Fig. 3.3).
tg create mask tg\_create\_mask tool generates a mask for the region of location of the spectrum (Fig. 3.4). Then, the tg\_resolve\_events tool is used
to assign grating events to specific spectral orders by comparing events positions with CCD PHA based on the grating equation and zero order position.
1

http://cxc.harvard.edu/ciao/threads/spectra letgacis/
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dmcopy dmcopy generates Level 2 event file by filtering out bad event grades, a
number assigned to every events on which pixels in its 3×3 “island”, and
applying good time intervals, a table of observational start and stop times in
the units of seconds (Fig. 3.5).

destreak ACIS-S4 has a significant flaw, refered to as a “streak”, along the serial
readout of the CCD chip. Therefore, destreak is used to remove these streak
events (Fig. 3.6).

tgextract tgextract filters and bins a gratings events file and generates a onedimensional spectrum for each gratings, order, and source (Fig. 3.7).

mkgrmf mkgrmf generates an Redistribution Matrix File (RMF) for the grating
spectra. RMF encapsulates the grid of information representing the redistribution of incident photons on the detector, thereby making the correspondence between event “PHA” and event energy. For a proportional counter
(e.g. ROSAT, PSPC) or CCD X-ray spectra , the RMF can have significant
off-diagonal components, but for a gratings spectrometer, the RMF is almost
perfectly diagonal.

mkgarf mkgarf generates an Auxiliary Response File (ARF) for grating spectra
(Fig. 3.8). The ARF encapsulates combined information of effective area and
the quantum efficiency (QE) as a function of energy, for a specific observation.
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3.3

Observations and Data Reduction of
BD+30◦3639

We obtained observations of BD+30◦ 3639 totaling 300 ks exposure time with
LETG/ACIS-S in 2006 February (85.4 ks), March (61.8 ks) and December (150
ks). The last observation was obtained in three consecutive blocks at the same
roll angle. The event data were subject to standard pipeline processing (using
Chandra X-ray Center pipeline versions 7.6.7 for the 2006 February and March data
and 7.6.9 for the 2006 December data). In Table 3.2, we list exposure times and
total photon counts within the source and background regions. To determine total
counts in the 0th-order images, we selected a 10′′ circular region centered on the
source and a surrounding annular region (with inner and outer radii of 13′′ and 20′′ ,
respectively) for background. The total 1st-order counts were determined directly
from the extracted source and background spectra (Sec. ??). We also extracted light
curves from the source regions of the 2000 image and the 0th-order images obtained
in 2006; no measurable variability was found, as expected given the diffuse nature
of the source.
Because the first two observations in 2006 (ObsIDs 5409 & 7278) were obtained
at different spacecraft roll angles and aimpoints with respect to each other and the
last three (Dec.) 2006 observations, we cannot generate a merged spectral image
for the full 300 ks exposure. However, the second (Dec. 2006) half of the 300 ks
exposure (ObsIDs 5410, 8495 & 8498) was obtained at constant roll angle, so we
generated a single, 150-ks-exposure dispersed spectral image from these data by
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merging the three Level 2 event (evt2) files. The full spectral images obtained from
the resulting combined evt2 files are shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. These dispersed
images demonstrate that the LETG/ACIS-S X-ray counts spectrum of BD+30◦3639
is dominated by emission lines of highly ionized (He-like and H-like) ions of oxygen
and neon.

For analysis of the dispersed spectrum, further processing involved removal of
artifacts on ACIS-S4 (using the CIAO tool “destreak”) and applying updated calibrations. Standard gratings point source spectral extraction threads (Sec. 3.2) were
used to generate spectrum pulse height amplitude (PHA) files and corresponding redistribution matrix files (RMFs) and auxiliary response files (ARFs). These threads
implicitly ignore the (non-negligible, ∼ 5′′ ) spatial extension of the BD+30◦ 3639 Xray source, resulting in artifically “broadened” emission line features (we discuss this
effect further in Secs. 3.1 and 3.2, respectively). We extracted positive (m = +1)
and negative (m = −1) first-order LETG spectra for each of the five observations
(Table 3.2). To enhance the signal to noise ratio, each LETG spectrum was rebinned
by a factor 8, resulting in a wavelength dispersion of 0.1 Å/bin. We then merged
the resulting spectra into a single spectrum. In parallel, the corresponding ARFs
were averaged and weighted by the relative exposure times, then merged into a single ARF. The various RMFs obtained from the individual observations for a given
order are identical to within the calibration uncertainties. Hence, for the spectral
analysis described below, we used the same, representative RMF for each LETG
dispersion arm.
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3.4

Analysis and Results

The merged, 300 ks exposure time spectrum resulting from the LETG/ACIS spectral image data reduction procedure described in §3.2 is displayed in Fig. 3.11a. The
spectrum displays strong emission lines superposed on a weak continuum, with an
abrupt rise in the continuum at ∼ 30 Å that is likely due to background events. To
account for this apparent residual background, we identified a region devoid of bright
X-ray sources, displaced 215 arcsec from the source position along the detector y
direction, and extracted first-order background spectra at this position from each of
the 5 observations. The corresponding RMFs and ARFs of background spectra were
also generated. We rebinned and merged these individual background spectra into
a single spectrum (seen superimposed on the source spectrum in Fig. 3.11a). Figure 3.11b shows the resulting combined, 1st-order, background-subtracted spectrum
of BD+30◦ 3639 in the wavelength range of 5 - 40 Å. The apparent “continuum” in
the region 30 - 40 Å is effectively removed from this background-subtracted spectrum.
The brightest lines in the background-subtracted spectrum of BD+30◦ 3639 are
due to highly-ionized (H- and He-like) species of C, O, and Ne; the resonance lines of
H-like O viii (λ 18.97) and C vi (λ 33.6) and the He-like triplet line complexes of Ne
ix (λ 13.45, 13.55, 13.7) and O vii (λ 21.60, 21.80, 22.10) are especially prominent.
Other H-like resonance lines, such as N vii (λ 24.78) and lines of highly ionized
Fe, are weak or absent. Continuum emission is evident over the range 6–18 Å. The
excess emission near 25 Å can likely be attributed to enhanced high-order lines of
C vi within its H-like recombination line spectrum (Nordon et al. 2008, in prep.).
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Line identifications, fluxes, and source angular sizes

We measured line fluxes with the Interactive Spectral Interpretation System (ISIS2 ;
Houck & Denicola 2000), designed for interpretation and analysis of high resolution
X-ray gratings spectra. Given the relatively symmetric appearances of the profiles
of prominent emission lines, we used a fit function consisting of a constant local
continuum (polynomial) plus one or more Gaussian functions. In fitting the strong
He-like triplet lines (Ne ix and O vii), the ratios of line strengths and widths of the
triplet components were fixed using the values given by the Chandra atomic database
(ATOMDB ver. 1.3) for the case of low-density plasma (ne << 1010 cm−3 ). Thus,
the free parameters were the intensities of the triplets, the line-center wavelength
and FWHM of one of the triplets, and the coefficients of the polynomial representing
the local continuum.
For those emission lines that could be measured with acceptable statistics, Table 3.3 lists the line identifications, fluxes, and widths. The line-fitting procedure
thereby confirms the identification of at least 15 lines and line complexes in the
LETG spectrum of BD+30◦ 3639, ranging from the very strong C vi Lα line to weak
Mg xii and Si xiii lines. The Table also lists upper limits on the fluxes of the lines
of other ions that are of similar ionization potential to the well-detected species such
as Ne ix, Ne x, O vii, O viii, and C vi. Lines of these important species — e.g., Fe
xvii and N vii — should be prominent in the spectrum of a solar-abundance plasma
at the approximate temperature implied by the well-detected lines (Tx ∼ 2 × 106
K).
2

http://space.mit.edu/CXC/ISIS/
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Since the X-ray line widths reflect the extended nature of the source rather
than, e.g., plasma turbulence (see below) or kinematics, the width measurements
for well detected lines (∆λ) are expressed in terms of the corresponding angular
FWHM in arcsec, assuming a dispersion for LETG of 18.02 arcsec Å−1 (Dewey,
2002). The resulting angular FWHMs are consistent with each other and with the
(∼ 5′′ ) source angular extent in the zeroth-order image, within the uncertainties.
Furthermore there are no discernable systematic redshifts or blueshifts measured
for the emission line centers. Hence, for purposes of the plasma modeling described
here, all of the emission lines can be considered to arise from the same region within
the nebula.

3.4.2

Global spectral fitting

Global X-ray spectral model fitting of lines and underlying continuum is necessary to
simultaneously constrain relative plasma elemental abundances and temperatures.
In adopting this approach to fit the LETG spectrum of BD+30◦3639, we selected
the “Cash” method (Cash, 1979) as the fit statistic to treat low count data. For the
model fitting, we specified the displaced background spectrum (see §3.1) along with
the merged source spectrum.
The atomic database, ATOMDB, includes the Astrophysical Plasma Emission
Database (APED) and the Astrophysical Plasma Emission Code (APEC). Because
APED contains wavelengths, radiative transition rates, and electron collisional rate
coefficients for a very large grid of atomic (ionic) species and transitions, it is well
studied to the physical properties of highly ionized plasmas in collisional ioniza-
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tion equilibrium. Therefore, wind-wind interaction will lead the formation of “hot
bubble” and APED model is required to use.
To investigate plasma physical conditions in BD+30◦ 3639, therefore, we used
ISIS to construct APED models, varying plasma metal abundances such as Fe, Ne,
O, C, N and Mg, and leaving all other abundances, including H and He, fixed at
solar (Anders & Grevesse 1989). The latter assumption is, of course, unlikely to
be valid if the X-ray-emitting plasma is dominated by the H-depleted, He-enriched
wind characteristic of the present-day central star (e.g., Marcolino et al. 2007) — a
hypothesis that is indeed supported by our modeling results (see §§3.2.2, 4.1). We
did not consider higher Lyman series C vi lines that lie in the region ∼ 25–29 Å in
the spectral model because APED only includes the C vi Lyman series up to the δ
line. Analysis of these higher-energy C vi transitions is described in Nordon et al.
2009.

Isothermal vs. two-component APED models
To reproduce the merged LETG 1st-order spectrum of BD +30◦ 3639, we attempted
fits with both single-component and two-component APED plasma models. Note
that the spectral resolving power of LETG for a point source ranges from E/△E ∼130
at 5 Å to E/△E ∼1000 at 40 Å (Dewey 2002 ). The spatial extension of BD+30◦ 3639
(FWHM ∼3 arcsec; Table 3.3), combined with use of ACIS-S rather than HRC as
the detector, then degrades the effective resolving power of LETG by a factor ∼ 3
(Dewey 2002). Source spatial extent — rather than, e.g., gas turbulence or thermal broadening — therefore determines the line widths. To emulate this artificial
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line “broadening”, we used the turbulent velocity parameter (Vturb ) available in the
APED model. We find that two turbulent velocity components — with best-fit
parameter values of ∼ 1700 km s−1 and ∼ 900 km s−1 for the short- and longwavelength spectral regions, respectively, consistent with the mean FWHM measured for the lines — are sufficient to reproduce the “broadening” caused by the
extended X-ray source within BD +30◦ 3639. We emphasize that these results do
not actually represent measurements of gas turbulence; rather, like emission line
FWHM (Table 3.3), the best-fit Vturb values serve as an indication of source spatial
extent. At constant high temperature (∼ 2 MK), thermal and bulk motion of individual ions can broaden line emission. Using equation 3.2, we can estimate the
mean velocity of ions in the plasma:

1
kT = mV 2
2

(3.1)

s

(3.2)

V =

2kT
m

where k is Boltzman constant, V is the speed of the ions, and m is the mass of the
ions. At T ∼ 2MK, H has a speed of ∼ 1000 km s−1 and C has a speed of ∼ 300 km
s−1 . Therefore, to detect the line broadening caused by the thermal motion of ions
within the hot bubble, we require velocity resolution much smaller than ∼ 1000 km
s−1 . Therefore, given the values of Vturb above, we conclude that it is not possible
to detect the line broadening due to the thermal motion of the ions.
Each of the models was assumed to undergo absorption due to intervening neu-
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tral material characterized in terms of the column density of neutral H, NH , using
the standard, solar-abundance (wabs) model (Morrison & McCammon 1983). However note that, given the close correspondence between the visual extinction and
X-ray surface brightness distributions of BD+30◦3639 (Kastner et al. 2002), the
absorption is in fact best attributed to the nebula itself rather than intervening interstellar medium. The X-ray-absorbing material may be the extended molecular
envelope of BD+30◦ 3639, pockets of cold, dense gas embedded in the ionized nebula, or some combination of these contributions; as a result, the composition of the
absorbing material may differ significantly from that assumed in the wabs model.
The implications for the results for NH , as well as for model plasma abundances,
are discussed below.
Figure 3.12a shows the merged, 300 ks exposure, 1st-order LETG/ACIS-S counts
spectrum of BD+30◦ 3639 overlaid with the single-component model spectrum obtained from the APED. The comparison of the flux-calibrated spectrum with the
model makes apparent the strength of C vi (λ 33.6) relative to the other strong
lines (Ne ix, O vii and O viii; Figure 3.12b). Other features apparent in the long
wavelength (λ > 30) region of the flux-calibrated spectrum are likely artifacts of
poor photon counting statistics combined with the very low net effective area of
LETG/ACIS in this region. However, we find this single-component APED model
is insufficient to adequately fit the spectrum. In particular, while the O vii to O
viii line ratios are reasonably well reproduced, the model cannot simultaneously fit
the Ne ix and Ne x lines in the 12 Å region.
In contrast, the two-component APED model well reproduces the intensities
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of all strong emission lines and better matches the 6–18 Å continuum (Fig. 3.13).
Specifically, the best-fit χ2 of the two-component APED model in this range is
improveed from 1.5 to 1.4. The high-temperature boundary is constrained in part
by the nondetection of the Mg xii line at 8.42 Å contrasted with the weak but clear
Mg xi line at 9.12 Å. The low-temperature boundary is harder to constrain, as it
relies in part on the relative intensities of the (somewhat noisy) C vi lines at 28.46
Å and 33.73 Å. Since the plasma temperatures are therefore mainly governed by two
indicators — i.e., the line ratios of the H-like to He-like O and Ne — introducing
more than 2 temperature components into the model would make the fit result
degenerate.

Best-fit parameters: results and confidence ranges
The best-fit temperature of the single-component APED model indicates that, under
the isothermal plasma approximation, the characteristic plasma temperature lies in
the range 2.2–2.4×106 K. It is therefore not surprising that the values of TX obtained
from the two-temperature-component model (T1 = 2.9 × 106 K and T2 = 1.7 × 106
K) brace this range. Table 3.4 demonstrates that the two preceding models also
yield consistent results where plasma abundances are concerned but that the twocomponent model, in addition to providing a superior fit to the LETG spectrum,
yields these abundance results to greater precision.
We reiterate that the best-fit absolute abundances listed in Table 3.4 (as number
ratios relative to solar) were obtained under the assumption of solar H and He abundance (Anders & Grevesse 1989) and are therefore subject to large but unknown
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systematic uncertainties. Specifically, no diagnostics of H and He abundances are
available in the X-ray regime, yet it is likely that the X-ray-emitting plasma is dominated by present-day (H-depleted, He-enriched) [WC] stellar wind material (§4.1).
In this case of a strongly H-depleted stellar wind, the abundance normalization to
H becomes irrelevant. One could, however, re-normalize the Table 3.4 results to the
solar He abundance under the assumption that ratio of the C to He abundances is
identical to the [WC] stellar wind value, i.e., C/He ∼ 0.4 by number (Marcolino et
al. 2007), or ∼108 times the solar ratio. The values listed in Table 3.4 could then be
increased by a factor 108/28.3 = 3.8, where 28.3 is the C abundance obtained from
the two-component model fit, so as to yield elemental abundances relative to He in
solar units. The results for emission measure would then also have to be redefined
to refer to the number density of He nuclei (rather than H). In the context of the
APEC model, this is equivalent to reducing the model normalization by the same
factor as that of the increase in elemental abundances.
Given the foregoing problems in attempts to determine absolute abundances, all
subsequent analysis in this paper is based on the modeling results for abundances
as number ratios relative to O. In this regard, the results listed in Table 3.4 then
indicate that C is very overabundant (C/O ∼ 30, relative to the solar ratio), Ne is
overabundant (Ne/O ∼ 3.8), and both Fe and N likely are depleted (Fe/O ∼ 0.2
and N/O ∼ 0.4).
Because the LETG response matrix is nearly diagonal, the observed (absorbed)
source X-ray flux deduced from the model fitting is similar for the two models
(FX = 4.4 × 10−13 ergs cm−2 s−1 ). The inferred intrinsic (unabsorbed) X-ray source
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luminosity is then constrained by the model fitting to lie in the range 7.4 × 1032 erg
s−1 to 8.6 × 1032 erg s−1 . The low-T and high-T components of the latter model
account for ∼25% and ∼75% of the total source luminosity, respectively.
In Figs. 3.14-3.16 we present plots of confidence contours obtained from the twocomponent APED model for various parameter combinations. Figure 3.14 demonstrates that NH , which is constrained mainly by the relative strengths of metal
lines in the softer part of spectrum, is (in principle) very well determined, and that
this parameter is essentially insensitive to the plasma temperature and C and O
abundances obtained from the model fitting. Given a standard (ISM) gas-to-dust
(hence NH /AV ) ratio, the best-fit value of NH = 2.4 × 1021 cm−2 obtained from the
two-component model is roughly consistent with the typical visual (dust) extinction
measured toward the regions of the nebula from which X-rays are detected (AV ∼
1–2; Kastner et al. 2002). Adopting the (overly simplistic) assumption that the absorption arises in a spherically symmetric envelope surrounding the X-ray-emitting
plasma, the best-fit value of NH in the two-component model implies a neutral envelope mass of ∼ 0.03M⊙ — in reasonable agreement with available estimates (e.g.,
Bachiller et al. 1991). We conclude that NH is unlikely to be overestimated due to
the assumption of solar abundances in the absorbing column (implicit via use of the
wabs model).
In addition, the confidence contour plots demonstrate that the C and Ne abundance parameters are well correlated with O, indicating that the C/O and Ne/O
ratios (as well as other key abundance ratios, such as Fe/O) are very well constrained
by the LETG spectrum (Fig. 3.15) — even though the individual absolute abun-
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dances remain uncertain, due to the lack of constraints on the plasma H abundance.
Specifically, we find C/O ∼15–45, Ne/O ∼3.3–5, N/O ∼0–1.0, and Fe/O ∼0.1–0.4,
relative to the solar ratios. The existence of a large C overabundance (relative to
solar) is supported by the tight constraints placed on NH and the lack of correlation
between inferred C abundance and NH (Fig. 3.14). That is, it is unlikely that the
inferred high C abundance can be attributed to an overestimate of the intervening
absorption due to neutral metals. On the other hand, as just discussed, it is also
unlikely that the abundance of C has been vastly underestimated due to the assumption of standard (solar) metal abundances in the absorbing material. Fig. 3.16
futhermore makes clear that the inferred C, O, and Ne abundances are relatively
insensitive to the best-fit plasma temperatures.

3.5
3.5.1

Discussion
Plasma modeling: comparison with previous results

In Table 3.5 we compare previous results from X-ray CCD spectroscopy of BD+30◦3639
with those obtained from modeling its LETG/ACIS spectrum (Sec. 3.2). Whereas
the value of TX obtained from the isothermal model (Table 3.4) is on the low side of
the range found in the CCD-based work — likely reflecting the spectral dominance
of the longer-wavelength lines of C and O — the temperatures determined from the
two-component model fit brace the range of values previously determined from CCD
spectra. Although the LETGS modeling definitively demonstrates that isothermal
models are not adequate to match the line spectrum in detail (§3.2.1), the compar-
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ison to previous work, as well as to the isothermal model explored here, suggests
that single-component plasma models that are based on X-ray CCD spectra are
capable of recovering the characteristic temperature (as opposed to the temperature
extremes) of the superheated plasma in PNs.
The LETG/ACIS spectral modeling confirms the Ne and C enrichment and Fe
underabundance in the X-ray-emitting plasma of BD+30◦3639 that were previously
inferred from X-ray CCD spectra, albeit with much improved constraints on the
degree of these abundance anomalies (relative to O). In particular, the LETG/ACIS
spectral modeling — while confirming that C is highly enriched in the X-ray emitting
plasma – definitively precludes a plasma C/O ratio larger than ∼ 45, relative to solar.
Indeed, our lower limit on the C/O ratio in the diffuse X-ray emission (C/O ∼ 15) is
much more consistent with the ratio at the central star, as derived from optical/UV
spectroscopy (C/O ∼ 12; Leuenhagen et al. 1996; Marcolino et al. 2007), than with
the ratio characteristic of the nebular gas (C/O ∼ 1.6; Pwa et al. 1986).
In contrast to the case of C, whose large overabundance is evident from the
strength of the resonance line of C vi, there is no unambiguous evidence for Fe
emission lines in the entire LETG/ACIS spectrum of BD+30◦ 3639. Although a line
is present at ∼ 15.15 Å that may be partly due to 15.014 Å line emission from Fe
xvii, it is likely that the O viii line at 15.1670 Å contributes to (even dominates)
the flux measured for the ∼ 15.15 Å line. In addition, we do not clearly detect
any Fe xvii emission lines around 17Å; these lines are expected to be bright at the
relatively low plasma temperatures found here (Doron & Behar 2002). Furthermore
there is no evidence for lines of Fe xvi (or Fe xviii), such as might be expected
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if the temperature were too low (or too high) for efficient formation of Fe xvii via
ionization equlibrium. This lack of Fe lines results in a firm upper limit on Fe
abundance of ∼ 0.3 relative to solar (Table 3.4), consistent with the optical/UV
results of Georgiev et al. (2006) for the nebula and Marcolino et al. (2007) for the
central star.

In addition, the 24.8 Å resonance line of N vii is not detected, although the
line flux is not as well constrained as that of Fe xvii due to the low sensitivity of
LETG/ACIS in the former wavelength regime. As a consequence of this nondetection, the N abundance obtained from the LETG/ACIS spectral modeling demonstrates that N is, if anything, underabundant relative to solar, contradicting several
previous X-ray abundance studies. Our gratings-based result of an N underabundance, which is consistent with optical/UV results for the central star (Marcolino et
al. 2007), indicates that modeling of previous (CCD) X-ray spectra has confused N
with C. We also find that previous indications of depleted Mg obtained from CCD
spectra are not supported by the LETG data.

The absorbing column and (thus) intrinsic X-ray luminosity inferred from the
LETG/ACIS modeling are on the high side of the range of values previously determined from X-ray CCD spectra (Table 3.5). However, the LETG spectral modeling
has significantly decreased the uncertainty in the inferred value of NH and, hence,
LX .
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3.5.2

Plasma abundances: constraints on the origin of the
X-ray-emitting gas

The similarity of the large overabundance of C and underabundance of Fe we determine from the LETG/ACIS spectral modeling to these same anomalies as determined for the central star (Marcolino et al. 2007 and references therein) traces the
X-ray-emitting gas directly back to the present-day central star. Indeed, the mass
fractions one would deduce from Table 3.4 under the assumption that the C/He
number ratio is identical to that of the central [WC] star agree remarkably well with
those found by Marcolino et al. (2007) for the [WC] stellar wind (Table 3.6). Furthermore, our robust determination of a Ne overabundance of ∼ 3 to ∼ 6 relative
to solar is consistent with the predictions of models describing H-deficient central
stars of PNe (Werner & Herwig 2006). Hence, as also pointed out by Murashima et
al. (2006) and Kastner et al. (2006), the nonsolar composition of the X-ray-emitting
plasma in BD+30◦ 3639 appears to be the direct result of nucleosynthesis processes
in the precursor AGB star (e.g., Herwig 2005 and references therein).
These results indicate that the shocked plasma now seen in X-rays originated
deep within the AGB star, in the “intershell” region; He-shell burning just below this
region is responsible for the C generation. Meanwhile, the observed enhanced Ne/O
and low Fe/O, N/O, and Mg/O abundance ratios can be explained as a natural
consequence of the s-process within the “pulse driven convection zone” (Herwig
2005). The Ne may be predominantly
the expense of

14

22

Ne, which can be readily generated — at

N — within the He burning shell. The

22

Ne can then serve as an
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iron-depleting neutron source during the s-process. In such a scenario, one therefore
expects Ne to be enhanced, while Fe, N and Mg are depleted relative to O — as
observed (Table 3.4).

3.5.3

The temperature of X-ray-emitting plasma within BD
+30◦ 3639

The two plasma temperatures obtained from our best-fit, two-component APED
model — 1.7×106 K and 2.9×106 K — likely represent the extremes of a continuous
range of temperature within BD+30◦3639. Hence the spectral diagnostics available
in the LETG/ACIS X-ray spectrum of BD+30◦3639 demonstrate conclusively, for
the first time, the presence of a temperature gradient within the X-ray-emitting
region of a PN. However, even the higher of these two temperatures, obtained from
those line ratios diagnostic of the hottest plasma present in the LETG/ACIS-S 1storder spectrum, is far lower than that expected from simple adiabatic shock models,
given the present-day central star fast wind speed (700 km s−1 ; Leuenhagen et al.
1996; Marcolino et al. 2007). This discrepancy between observed and predicted hot
bubble plasma temperatures has been noted by many investigators over the past
decade (e.g., Arnaud et al. 1996; Chu et al. 2001; Soker & Kastner 2003; and
references therein), and was recently discussed by Kastner et al. (2008) in their
analysis of the collective Chandra and XMM-Newton data compiled to date for
PN hot bubbles. The temperature discrepancy has previously been explained as
indicative of heat conduction from the tenuous hot bubble to the dense, relatively
cool swept-up shell (Stute & Sahai 2007; Schönberner et al. 2006; Steffen et al.
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2008) or mixing of the two media (Chu et al 1997; Stute & Sahai 2006).
However, such models of mixing and heat conduction predict that the bulk of
the X-ray emission arises in the same gas that is responsible for the visible-light
nebula (Steffen et al. 2008). Our robust determination of nonsolar abundances
(in particular, greatly enhanced C and Ne) in the X-ray-emitting plasma within
BD+30◦3639 therefore indicates that the shocked gas is predominantly presentday stellar wind or jet, as opposed to nebular gas. Hence the heat conduction
and mixing mechanisms, though certainly viable in the general case, do not play
a major role in determining the X-ray temperature of this particular PN. We note
that this argument likely holds even at early stages of the heat conduction process.
This is because at early times the conduction goes through the “evaporation” stage,
where the intermediate-temperature gas comes from the cold phase (Borkowski et
al. 1990). In PNs the cold phase is the visible nebular gas, and the abundance
results obtained here preclude such an origin for the X-ray-emitting plasma.
There remains the possibility that the shocked wind presently seen in X-rays
was ejected at an earlier epoch when the fast wind speed was ∼ 300–400 km s−1 , a
velocity regime more consistent with the measured range of TX (Arnaud et al. 1996;
Akashi et al. 2006, 2007). Alternatively, collimated jets, perhaps associated with
molecular “bullets” detected in mm-wave interferometric imaging (Bachiller et al.
2000), may be responsible for the X-ray emission. Such a scenario would be similar
to that proposed for NGC 7027 (Kastner et al. 2002; Cox et al. 2002) and would be
consistent with the possibility that BD+30◦3639 is a bipolar nebula viewed nearly
pole-on (Kastner et al. 2002; Lee & Kwok 2005). This possibility will be pursued
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in our forthcoming paper concerned with spatial analysis of the LETG/ACIS data
(Yu et al. 2008, in preparation).

3.6

Conclusions

Using Chandra’s LETG/ACIS-S spectrometer, we have obtained the first X-ray
gratings spectrum of a planetary nebula. The LETG/ACIS-S spectrum of the young,
rapidly evolving BD+30◦ 3639 displays strong emission in the H-like resonance lines
of O viii and C vi and He-like triplet line complexes of Ne ix and O vii, and
appears devoid of lines of highly ionized Fe and N. Our spectral modeling, consisting
of fits of variable-abundance APED plasma models with one and two temperature
components, demonstrates that an isothermal plasma is unable to simultaneously
reproduce key spectral features such as the O vii to O viii and Ne ix to Ne x line
ratios and the 6–18 Å continuum. The best-fit two-component plasma model, which
is able to well match these same features, indicates that the X-ray emission line
spectrum is representative of a range of temperatures from ∼ 1.7 MK to ∼ 2.9 MK.
These results constitute the first case in which a temperature gradient has been
inferred within the X-ray-emitting region of a PN.
The spectral modeling places tight constraints on the degree of abundance anomalies present in the X-ray-emitting plasma within BD+30◦ 3639, convincingly demonstrating that Fe is highly deficient (best-fit Fe/O ∼ 0.3, relative to the solar ratio)
and that C and Ne are highly enhanced in abundance (best-fit ratios C/O ∼ 30 and
Ne/O ∼ 4). This C overabundance, although very large, is not as pronounced as
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deduced previously on the basis of X-ray CCD spectroscopy. In addition, based on
the LETG/ACIS-S line spectrum, we find no evidence for enhanced N and depleted
Mg, as inferred previously from CCD spectra; indeed, if anything, N is somewhat
underabundant in the X-ray-emitting gas.
The sharply nonsolar composition of the X-ray-emitting plasma is similar to
that determined for the present-day central star of BD+30◦3639 via optical/UV
spectroscopy (Table 3.5). We conclude that the plasma consists predominantly of
very recently ejected gas originating from nucleosynthesis processes that occurred
deep within the progenitor AGB star. The “pristine” state of this C- and Ne-enriched
(and Fe-depleted) plasma suggests processes such as heat conduction and/or mixing
between the superheated plasma and cooler, denser nebular gas may not suffice to
explain the fact that the inferred range of X-ray emission temperatures is well below
that expected for shocks generated by the present-day, 700 km s−1 central star wind.
Instead, it appears that the shocks detected via X-rays likely result from lower-speed
(300–400 km s−1 ) ejections, perhaps in the form of collimated jets and/or reflecting
the rapid evolution of the central star wind.
The intrinsic X-ray luminosity we deduce from the modeling, ∼ 1033 erg s−1 ,
is appoximately an order of magnitude larger than most previous, CCD-based estimates. This luminosity lies at the very highest end of the range of LX predicted
by models describing either spherically-symmetric PN hot bubbles or pulsed jets
in symbiotic stars (e.g., Stute & Sahai 2006, 2007), suggesting that the wind collisions in BD+30◦3639 are very strong indeed. Such strong wind interactions may be
commonplace in PN with [WC] central stars, however (K08). In these and other re-
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Figure 3.1 Multi-wavelength images of BD +30◦ 3639 for comparison with the Chandra X-ray image. Radio images (upper left:2.6 mm continuum, upper middle: 1.3
mm continuum, upper right: CO (2-1) rotational emission lines, obtained by IRAM
radio interferometer) from Bachiller (2000) and optical (9532 Å), IR (2.2 µm) and
X-ray images (lower panels, left to right) from Kastner et al. (2000).

spects, the plasma abundances, temperatures, and luminosity determined from the
dispersed X-ray spectrum of BD+30◦ 3639 should serve both to constrain models of
stellar evolution and to guide the development of sophisticated models of the wind
interactions responsible for the superheated gas within PNs.
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Figure 3.2 A high-level schematic diagram descrbing processing of CXO highresolution spectra (from Analysis Guide for Chandra High Resolution Spectroscopy,
http://space.mit.edu/ASC/analysis/AGfCHRS/AGfCHRS.html).
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Figure 3.3 The result image of tgdetect thread. Green circle represents the 0th-order
location.
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Figure 3.4 The result image of tg create mask thread. The location of the spectrum,
as shown in green lines, is overlaid on the event file. Green circle represents the 0thorder location.
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Figure 3.5 The result image of dmcopy thread (right). After applying dmcopy for
the input image (left), bad eventgrades are noticeably removed.
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Figure 3.6 The result image (left) of destreak thread. Streak events (right) are
removed from ACIS-S4 (5thCCD from left) of the result image of dmcopy, as shown
in Fig. 3.5
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Figure 3.7 Raw PHA file of positive (red) and negative (blue) order 1 extracted from
level 2 event file.
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Figure 3.9 Dispersed spectral images of BD+30◦ 3639 for negative LETG orders,
with wavelength scales (in Å) overlaid. Top: full range of negative orders. Middle
and bottom: closeups of dispersed spectral images over the wavelength ranges 5-20
Å and 20-35 Å, respectively.
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Figure 3.10 As in Fig. 3.9, for positive LETG orders.
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Figure 3.11 (a) Combined positive and negative first order LETG/ACIS-S counts
spectra of BD+30◦ 3639 (black) and background (red). (b) Background-subtraction
counts spectrum of BD+30◦3639.
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Figure 3.12 (a) Combined positive and negative first-order LETG/ACIS-S counts
spectrum of BD+30◦3639 (including background) overlaid with the best-fit singlecomponent APED model. (b) Flux-calibrated first-order LETG/ACIS-S spectrum,
overlaid with the same model. In each panel, black shows the source spectrum and
red indicates the model.
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Figure 3.13 As in Fig. 3.12, but for the best-fit two-component APED model.
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Figure 3.14 Plots of best-fit confidence contours (68%, dotted; 90%, solid; and 99%,
dashed), as obtained from the two-component APED model fitting, for the column
density parameter NH vs. the C abundance parameter (top), O abundance parameter (middle), and the lower of the two temperatures (bottom).
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Figure 3.15 As in Fig. 3.14 for the C, Ne, N, Fe, and Mg abundance parameters (top
to bottom, respectively) vs. the O abundance parameter.
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Figure 3.16 As in Fig. 3.14 for C and O abundances vs. the lower of the two temperatures (top and middle panels) and the Ne abundance vs. the higher of the two
temperatures (bottom).
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Table 3.1. Wind speeds measured for BD+30◦3639
Wind
CSPN
Photoionized shell
Photoionized gas
AGB
AGB
post-AGB?

Velocity (km s−1 )
700
30 – 40
20 – 30
30
25
±50

Measuremnts

Reference

Optical spectroscopy
Leunenhagen et al. 1996; Marcolino et al. 2007
HST (STIS) proper motions (Hα , N ii)
Li et al. 2002
Optical spectroscopy
Weinberger 1988
Resonance lines of Na
Dinerstein & Sneden 1988
CO emission lines (CO J=1→0)
Bachiller et al. 1991
CO emission bullets (CO J=2→1)
Bachiller et al. 2000
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Obs.ID

Date

Instrument

Exposure (ks)

0th order (counts)
source (background)

1st order (counts)
source (background)

5409
7278
5410
8495
8498

2006 Feb 13
2006 Mar 22
2006 Dec 20
2006 Dec 21
2006 Dec 24

LETG/ACIS-S
LETG/ACIS-S
LETG/ACIS-S
LETG/ACIS-S
LETG/ACIS-S

85.4
61.8
53.9
77.1
19.9

2039 (964)
1441 (655)
1187 (572)
1713 (821)
511 (214)

1742 (764)
1231 (593)
1043 (495)
1480 (763)
386 (211)

Note. — Source counts are calculated without subtracting background.
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Table 3.2. Chandra Observations of BD+30◦3639
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Table 3.3. List of line fluxes of BD+30◦ 3639.
Line
Si xiii ....................
Mg xii ....................
Mg xi ....................

Ne ix ....................
Ne x ....................
Ne ix ....................

Fe xvii ....................
O viii ....................
O viii ....................
Fe xvii ....................
Fe xvii ....................
Fe xvii ....................
O vii ....................
O viii ....................
O vii ....................

S xiv ....................
N vii ....................
C vi ....................

C vi ....................
C v ....................

λlab a
(Å)

λo b
(Å)

FWHMc
(arcsec)

f ld
(10−6 photons cm−2 s−1 )

6.648
8.419
9.169
9.231
9.314
11.544
12.132
13.447
13.553
13.699
15.014
15.176
16.004
16.780
17.051
17.096
18.627
18.967
21.602
21.807
22.098
24.285
24.7798
26.357
26.990
28.465
33.734
34.973

6.781
8.401
9.203
9.265
9.348
11.563
12.126
13.457
13.563
13.709
.....
15.191
15.997
......
......
......
18.618
18.966
21.607
21.809
22.103
24.322
......
26.330
26.963
28.438
33.708
......

......
......
4.6 [1.1-20.1]

0.27 [0.06-1.42]
0.5 [0.1-1.0]
1.1 [...]
1.2e-4 [...]
0.4 [...]
4.8 [2.8-7.4]
3.8 [2.3-5.7]
27.2 [21.6-33.2]
6.2 [0.7-11.2]
16.7 [13.4-20.1]
(2.0)e
6.3 [1.8-18.0]
5.2 [2.7-14.5]
(0.5)e
(0.3)e
(0.2)e
17.9 [13.0-22.1]
40.0 [34.0-46.0]
38.2 [31.1-44.8]
13.1 [7.8-17.8]
27.7 [21.1-34.0]
5.1 [0.5-21.8]
(9.0)e
11.2 [4.9-17.3]
22.9 [13.1-33.0]
31.4 [10.0-53.5]
98.0 [79.0-145.0]
(55.0)e

′′
′′

3.9 [2.3-5.8]
2.5 [0.001-3.9]
2.9 [2.4-3.4]
′′
′′

......
......
......
......
......
......
3.8 [2.5-5.0]
2.5 [2.1-3.0]
2.8 [2.2-3.3]
′′
′′

......
......
2.4 [1.5-3.5]
′′
′′

2.7 [1.3-4.0]
......
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Table 3.3 (cont’d)

Line

λlab a
(Å)

λo b
(Å)

FWHMc
(arcsec)

f ld
(10−6 photons cm−2 s−1 )

a Theoretical wavelength of identification, from APED. In case of
a multiplet, we give the wavelength of the stronger component.
b Measured
c FWHM
d 90%
e Flux

wavelength.

of emission lines in units of arcsec; see Sec 3.1.

confidence intervals are given in brackets.

is a 1 σ upper limit. The line detected at 15.1911 Å line may
be a blend of λ 15.176 O viii and λ 15.014 Fe xvii, but we estimate
that the Fe xvii line contributes no more than ∼ 50% of the blended
line flux.
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Table 3.4. BD+30◦3639: APED model fitting resultsa
PARAMETER
(1022

cm−2 )

NH
.
EM1 b .................
EM2 b .................
T1 (106 K) .........
T2 (106 K)..........
C .........................
N .........................
O .........................
Ne ........................
Mg .......................
Fe ........................
Fluxc ....................
LX d .....................

single-component APED model

two-component APED model

0.21 [0.19-0.24]
2.8 × 1055 [(2.1 − 4.0) × 1055 ]
2.3 [2.2-2.4]
19.50 [12.29-28.82]
0.17 [0.02-0.39]
0.44 [0.26-0.67]
2.03 [1.39-2.85]
0.60 [0.23-0.97]
0.13 [0.05-0.23]
4.3e-12
7.4e+32

0.24 [0.20-0.28]
6.9 × 1054 [(3.4 − 13.8) × 1054 ]
1.7 × 1055 [(1.0 − 2.2) × 1055 ]
2.9 [2.6-3.3]
1.7 [1.3-2.1]
28.30 [16.05-45.85]
0.38 [0.08-0.87]
0.87 [0.57-1.29]
3.30 [2.21-4.16]
0.63 [0.31-1.50]
0.19 [0.10-0.32]
5.0e-12
8.6e+32

a Confidence intervals are given in brackets, and all abundances are expressed as ratios to
their solar values. See Sec. 3.2.2.
b Emission

measure in units of cm−3 .

c Intrinsic

(unabsorbed, NH = 0) X-ray fluxes in units of ergs cm−2 s−1 .

d Intrinsic

X-ray luminosity (D=1.2 kpc) in units of ergs s−1 .
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PARAMETER

A96
ASCA/SIS

K00

M03
Chandra/ACIS-S3

G06

M06
Suzaku/XIS

This paper
Chandra/LETG/ACIS

NH (1022 cm−2 ) .....
LX (1032 ergs s−1 )....
T1 (106 K) ..............
T2 (106 K) ..............
C/O ........................
N/O ........................
Ne/O ......................
Mg/O ......................
Fe/O .......................

0.12
1.3-1.7
3.0 [2.7-3.3]
281
7.2
8.3
0

0.1 [0.09-0.11]
2.3
2.7 [2.6-2.8]
-

0.24 [0.23-0.25]
2.1 [2.08-2.12]
84 [79-90]
2.2 [2.0-2.3]
4.6 [3.9-5.3]
0.24 [0.22-0.26]
0

0.2 [1.7-2.3]
2.4 [2.1-2.6]
97 [8.1-813]
5.8 [1.3-80.1]
5.4 [0.1-57.7]
0.3 [0.1-0.8]
0.3 [0.1-0.8]

0.21[1.4-2.5]
12
2.2 [2.1-2.3]
85 [71-101]
3.2 [0.9-5.5]
5.8 [4.7-7.5]
< 0.1

0.24 [0.20-0.28]
8.6
2.9 [2.6-3.3]
1.7 [1.3-2.1]
32.5 [15-45]
0.4 [0.0-1.0]
3.8 [3.3-5.0]
0.7 [0.4-1.5]
0.2 [0.1-0.4]

Note. — 90% confidence intervals are given in brackets, and all abundance ratios are expressed as relative to their solar values.
Intrinsic luminosity (LX ) is calculated on the basis of D=1.2 kpc.
References: A96 = Arnaud et al. 1996; K00 = Kastner et al. 2000; M03 = Maness et al. 2003; G06 = Goergiev et al. 2006; M06 =
Murashima et al. 2006
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Table 3.5. BD+30◦ 3639: comparison of LETG and X-ray CCD spectrum plasma
model fitting results
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Table 3.6. The results of mass fraction deduced from X-ray and optical
spectroscopy
PARAMETER

X-ray

Opticala

He ........................
C .........................
N .........................
O .........................
Ne ........................
Fe ........................

41.5
49.7
0.24
4.8
3.3
0.2

42.2
50.0
< 0.2
5.9
2.0
0.05

a Marcolino

et al. 2007
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Chapter 4
Multi-epoch High-resolution X-ray
Imaging of BD+30◦3639: Jets or a
“Classical” Hot Bubble?
4.1

Introduction

As noted in Ch. 3, Kastner et al. (2000) reported well-resolved, extended X-ray
emission via imaging of BD+30◦3639 using the Chandra Advanced CCD Imaging
Spectrometer (ACIS), indicating the presence of a “hot bubble” within this PN.
Later, Kastner et al. (2002) showed that the observed asymmetries of the X-ray
emission from BD+30◦ 3639 may be due to intranebular extinction. However, the
energy-dependent structure of X-ray emission from BD+30◦ 3639 and the concentration of the X-ray emission to one side suggested other mechanisms. Soker &
79
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Kastner (2003) proposed that the X-ray emitting gas comes from a fast collimated
wind blown by a companion to the central star, and that this collimated wind, along
>

with heat conduction and mixing between hot (∼ 107 K) and cool (∼ 104 K) nebular
regions may play a role in the appearance of PN X-ray emission. Eariler, Bachiller
et al (2000) had discovered the existence of a remarkable pair of molecular knots
moving at high velocity (± 50 km s−1 ), from CO molecular observations. These
structures lend support to the idea that the X-rays within BD+30◦ 3639 may be due
to jets.
To make progress on the origin of X-ray emission within BD+30◦3639 and, more
directly, to determine whether there is evidence for X-ray proper motions within
this PN that might be associated with such jets or “bullets”, we obtained a secondepoch direct image of BD+30◦ 3639 in 2009 with Chandra/ACIS-S3. I compared
this image with the direct image obtained in 2000 and with the 0th-order gratings
(LETGS) image obtained in 2006, and present here the results.

4.2

Background: Cycle 6 vs. Cycle 1 Results

The comparison of the 2000 and the merged 2006 images in Fig. 4.1 – Fig. 4.4
suggested a change in the intensities and positions of the X-ray “hot spot” and other
X-ray bright blobs inside the nebulae over the past 6 years (Yu et al. 2009). However,
as noted by Yu et al (2009), these changes could be attributed to photon counting
statistics and/or instrumental effects. The merged 2006 image also appears slightly
(∼ 0.5′′ ) wider than the 2000 image, suggesting an expansion speed of ∼ 200 km
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s−1 for the X-ray nebula (Fig. 4.4). Such a large expansion velocity is not expected
theoretically; the “hot bubble” formed by the interaction of fast (post-AGB) and
slow (AGB) winds should expand at aproximately the same speed as the bright rim
of optical nebulosity (∼ 50 km s−1 ; Li et al. 2002). Hence, the expansion signature
could be attributed to the somewhat greater sensitivity (greater total counts) of the
(300 ks, 0th-order) 2006 image relative to the 2000 image and/or to artifacts of the
0th-order PSF of Chandra/gratings spectroscopy with LETG/ACIS.

4.3

Observations and Data Reduction

BD+30◦ 3639 was observed initially directly with the Chandra/ACIS-S instrument
for a total exposure of 18.8 ks on 2000 March 21. A new observation of BD+30◦3639
was obtained with Chandra/ACIS-S3 for a total exposure of 77.8 ks on 2009 January
23 (39.7 ks) and January 28 (38.1 ks).
The data were processed using standard CXC pipeline software (ver. DS 7.6.7),
which produce aspect-corrected, bias-subtracted, graded ACIS events, limited to
ASCA 02346 grades. To optimize image angular resolution, I then removed the
pipeline-default ACIS pixel randomization using the program acis process events
within the Chandra Interactive Analysis of Observations (CIAO) software (ver. 4.1).
I generated a merged 77.8ks image using “reproject image”, a CIAO thread for
correction of absolute astrometry, to minimize position differences between the two
Level 2 event files.
In order to optimize the effective spatial resolution of the 2006 0th-order
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LETG/ACIS-S, 2000 ACIS-S and 2009 ACIS-S images, I applied subpixel event
repositioning (SER; Li et al, 2003) (Fig. 4.5). SER considers the charge distribution of split-charge events and the telescope pointing information contained in the
<

spacecraft aspect solution data to reposition events to subpixel (∼ 0.5′′ ) accuracy.
Following application of SER, a level 2 event file was generated for further analysis
using the ‘dmcopy’ and ‘destreak’ tools within CIAO.
To determine whether the apparent variations between the 2000 and 2009 observations — and the 2006 observation — are intrinsic to the source (as opposed to
artifacts of photon counting), I formed difference images in flux units, and divided
each by its respective root mean square error image obtained using the relation

σ(x, y) =

v
2
u
u
f
(x,
y)
u 1

t q

N1 (x, y)



2

f2 (x, y) 
+ q
N2 (x, y)

(4.1)

where f1 (x,y) and f2 (x,y) are the first- and second-epoch flux images and N1 (x,y)
and N2 (x,y) are the first- and second-epoch counts images, respectively. The error
normalized difference image is then
f1 (x, y) − f2 (x, y)
.
σ(x, y)

4.4

(4.2)

Analysis and Results

Because the counts image of an extended X-ray source contains instrumental artifacts, I need to calibrate each image in units of flux (e.g. photons/sec/cm2 /arcsec2 )
to confidently compare images obtained at different epochs. The integral equation
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for the counts image is

c(h) = t

Z

R(h, E)A(E)S(E)dE ≈ t

X

A(E ′ )F (E ′ )

(4.3)

where E is energy, t is exposure time, h is pha bin, C(h) is the counts in some
pha band, B(h) is estimated background counts, R(h,E) is the RMF, A(E) is the
ARF, S(E) is the incident spectrum, and F (E ′ ) =
energy band .

R

dES(E) = the flux in a specific

Therefore, to convert a counts image to an image in flux, the counts image is
divided by the product of exposure time and effective area. However, because the
counts image of an extended source is obtained with different instrumental effective
areas at different sky positions, and Chandra dithers the source over different regions
of the detector (within a ∼ 30” radius), we need to compute the exposure map to
convert a counts image to an image in flux. Hence, we require an exposure map,
which is an image of effective exposure time as a function of position on the sky.
To create an exposure map, the aspect histogram (telescope pointing history)
and instrument map need to be generated. The aspect histogram contains all information of aspect (pointing) motion during the observation. The instrument map
is the product of the quantum efficiency of the (CCD) detector and the mirror effective area projected onto the surface of detector (Fig. 4.6). To make an exposure
map, the “mkexpmap” tool in CIAO projects the instrumentation map onto the sky
using a stored aspect histogram (Fig. 4.7). The exposure map, generated by the
“mkexpmap”, has the same size as the input image constructed from the event list.
Because the effective area varies significantly with the incident energy — specif-
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ically, below about 1.8 keV, the Chandra/ACIS effective area changes rapidly with
energy, as shown in Fig. 4.11 — use of a monochromatic exposure map provides an
incorrect approximation of the flux image. I therefore extracted 6 different counts
images in narrower energy bands (0.3–0.6, 0.6–1.0, 1.0–1.5, 1.5–2.0, 2.0–2.2 and 2.2–
3.0 keV) within which the effective area is reletively slowly varying. Dividing each
counts image by the corresponding exposure map, I generated the flux image for
each band and then added these flux images together to give a total flux image for
the entire (0.3–3.0 keV) energy band (Fig. 4.8).
As shown in Table 4.1 and discussed in Ch. 4.5, the total flux from BD+30◦3639
as measured via this technique appears to change with time; however, there is reason
to assume that the total flux of hot bubble within this PN have not varied over the
9 year internal between observations. Hence, we normalized the 3 images such that
their total fluxes are identical, by forcing the 2000 and 2009 total image fluxes to
match that of the 2006 image before subtraction. Fig. 4.9 shows that the error
normalized and 2009-2000 difference image does not reveal an apparent expansion
signature.

4.5

Multi-epoch Flux Measurements

I extracted photon flux images from BD+30◦3639, including cycle 1, cycle 6 and
cycle 10, for the 5 energy bands (0.3–0.6, 0.6–0.8, 0.8–1.0, 1.0–1.5, and 1.5–3.0 keV)
and fit an exponential function to the time sequence for each energy range to see
how they vary as a function of time (Table 4.1; Fig. 4.10). For energies below ∼ 1.0
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keV, an exponential decline in flux is evident from 2000-2009, while the flux above
∼ 1 keV seems to be almost constant. The cause of large variation for the 0th-order
(LETG/ACIS-S3) order gratings data in the 1.5–3 keV range is unknown, but is
likely due to uncertainties in the 0th-order effective area calibration.
There is no clear evidence of expansion or significant variations in the surface
brightness from 2000 to 2009 (Fig. 4.9), indicating the flux from BD+30◦3639 was
constant during this time interval (2000 to 2009). Therefore, the results in Fig. 4.10
might not be due to a real decline in the low-E flux within this PN. Instead, the
change appears to be due to an absorbing layer whose depth is linearly increasing
with time. That is, the change in flux is caused by the degradation of QE of the
Chandra CCD detector at low energy (∼ 1 keV) due to the well-known contamination on the optical blocking filter 1 . Comparison of HRMA/ACIS-S3 effective
area in Cycle 1 to the effective area as projected for Cycle 10 provides supporting
evidence for this interpretation (Fig. 4.11).
Therefore we need to accurately assess the absolute effective area calibration
uncertainties, including the contamination model, over this energy range. In this
regard, the results in Fig. 4.10 show that BD+30◦3639 should be considered as a
candidate for the evaluation of the absolute calibration of this Chandra instrument
and its contamination model.

1

http : //cxc.harvard.edu/cal/Acis/Calp rods/qeDeg/
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4.6

Conclusions

I obtained a direct Chandra/ACIS-S3 of the PN image BD+30◦3639 in 2009 to
test the hypothesis that the X-ray emission first imaged in 2000 could be due to
fast-expanding jets.
If expansion were present, the error normalized difference image (2009 -2000)
should provide a clear pattern of changing morphology. For instance, the X-ray>

emitting regions within NGC 7027 well correspond to the positions of fast (∼ 300
km s−1 ), collimated outflows within this PN (Fig. 10 and 11 in Cox et al. 2002).
Similarly, HST/WFPC2 images of NGC 7027 were obtained in 1994/1995 and 2008.
From the comparison of this two-epoch HST image set, B. Balick (private communication) found a conclusive evidence of nonspherical outflow (Fig. 4.12). In constrast,
the multi-epoch Chandra result for BD+30◦3639 does not reveal an expansion signature and, specifically, no evidence of nonspherical outflow. The error normalized
difference image (2009 - 2000) does not reveal an apparent expansion signature, and
comparison of flux images does not show any significant change in surface brightness
over the 9 year span, indicating that the X-rays are generated by a quasi-spherical
wind from the present day central stars. Hence, these results imply that the expansion of the “hot bubble” within BD+30◦ 3639 is constrained by that of the optical
bubble, surrounding the X-ray “hot bubble”.
To explain the apparent decrease of total flux with time without a significant
change in surface brightness distribution over the 9 year span, I argue that an exponential decline in flux below ∼ 1 keV is consistent with the ongoing contamination
of the ACIS instrument, rather than a real decline in flux from the PN. I conclude
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Figure 4.1 X-ray images (0.3 - 3.0 keV) of BD+30◦3639. Panels a-d show the 2000
and 2006 images on a linear grey scale, with the dates of data acquisition indicated.

that BD+30◦3639 is a strong candidate for the long-term calibration of the Chandra
CCD imaging spectrometer.
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Figure 4.2 Normalized energy-resolved color images of the 2000 image. Top left:
Broadband image, obtained from all events with energies 0.3 - 3.0 keV. Top right:
Soft-band image, obtained from events with energies 0.3 - 0.7 keV. Bottom left:
Medium-band image, obtained from events with energies 0.7 - 1.2 keV. Bottom
right: Hard-band image, obtained from events with energies 1.2 - 3.0 keV.
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Figure 4.3 Normalized energy-resolved color images of the merged 2006 image. Top
left: Broadband image, obtained from all events with energies 0.3 - 3.0 keV. Top
right: Soft-band image, obtained from events with energies 0.3 - 0.7 keV. Bottom
left: Medium-band image, obtained from events with energies 0.7 - 1.2 keV. Bottom
right: Hard-band image, obtained from events with energies 1.2 - 3.0 keV.
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Figure 4.4 Upper: Selected region for the extraction of intensity profiles along 3pixel-wide slices through the images in the E-W (Blue) and S-N (Orange) directions.
Lower : Intensity profile in the E-W (Left) and S-N (Right) directions from the 2000
and 2006 image. 1 pixel represents 0.25′′ .
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Figure 4.5 Upper: Image generated from original events. Middle: Image after removal of randomization of evt position. Lower: Image after applying SER. All
images are rebinned with 0.25 arcsec per pixel.
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Figure 4.6 Instrument map
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Figure 4.7 Exposure map generated from the instrument map and aspect histogram.
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Figure 4.8 Flux image of cycle 1 (left), cycle 6 (middle) and cycle 10 (right) for the
entire energy band (0.3–3.0 keV)
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Figure 4.9 Error-normalized difference images of BD+30◦3639. Top: 2006 minus
2000 divided by the estimated per-pixel errors. Middle: 2006 minus 2009 divided by
per-pixel errors. Middle: 2009 minus 2000 divided by per-pixel errors. The linear
color scale in these difference ranges from -1.7σ to +1.8σ.
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Figure 4.10 Calibration test using the flux images of BD+30◦3639 for 5 energy bands.
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Figure 4.11 Decrease in CCD S3 effective area (S3) vs. time. This plot compares the effective area at the aimpoint of CCD S3 from 2001 data made available by the CXC prior to Cycle 3 (solid line) with that for Cycle 10 (dotted line).
The magnitude of the effect is compatible with the detailed model described at
http://space.mit.edu/HETG/technotes/contam/twolevel.html.
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Figure 4.12 Mutlti-epoch HST images of NGC7027 (B. Balick, unpublished; private
communication). Upper left: three-color overlay of emission-line images that highlight the locations of the nebular edges (ionization fronts) in red. (The red edge of
the core coincides nicely with the shocked H2 emission at 2.1 microns.) The highly
ionized radio core is seen in cyan. Fainter blue light is probably dust-scattered nebular emission. Upper right: 2008 image in F555W. The bright [O III] line dominates
the flux. Lower left: simple difference of two unsaturated F555W images taken in
2008.7 and 1995.7. Lower right: much like the image to the left after magnifying
the older image by a factor of 1.020. Aside from the north elbow, this magnification
factor minimizes the difference image. A factor of 1.011 is more appropriate for the
elbow.
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Table 4.1. Total flux for energy bands
Energy bands
(keV)
0.3
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.5
0.3

–
–
–
–
–
–

0.6
0.8
1.0
1.5
3.0
3.0

2000 Mar

2006 Feb, Mar & Dec
(photons s−1 cm2 )

2009 Jan

(4.0±0.1)×10−4
(1±0.04)×10−4
(7.7±0.3)×10−5
(3.3±0.2)×10−5
(5.2±1)×10−6
(6.0±0.1)×10−4

(3.0±0.1)×10−4
(7.7e±0.4)×10−5
(6.4±0.3)×10−5
(2.9±0.3)×10−5
(9.1±2)×10−6
(5.0±0.1)×10−4

(2.0±0.04)×10−4
(6.3±0.1)×10−4
(6.0±0.1)×10−5
(3.2±0.1)×10−5
(3.9e±0.3) ×10−6
(4±0.5)×10−4
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Chapter 5
Construction of Physics-based
Volumetric 3D Models of
BD+30◦3639
5.1

Introduction

The shaping of PNs has been intensively studied observationally and theoretically
for the past two decades. High-resolution observations from X-ray to radio wavelengths reveal the various morphological types of PNs, from spherically symmetric
to complex, multiaxial and/or point-symmetric structures (Balick & Frank, 2002).
However, since this variety of shapes develops over a very short timescale, the entire PN shaping process remains poorly understood. Additionally, since the shaping
process is related to many external and internal factors such as magnetic fields,
101
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companion stars, heat conduction across PN “layers”, and evolution of the central
stellar wind, a single observation is not sufficient to test models of the PN shaping
process.
The construction of 3D images based on all of the observed data represents a
key means to investigate the origin and processes governing the shaping, and to recover essential information such as the intrinsic density and temperature structure
of a PN and its orientation with respect to the line of sight. Magnor et al. (2005)
presented reconstructions of the 3D distributions of photo-ionized gas within three
different shaped PNs (He2-437, M1-92 & Mz-3) using a constrained inverse volume
rendering approach (see Fig. 9 in Magnor et al. 2005). Although they succeeded in
creating realistic 3D visualizations of PNs with their computer graphics-based approach, there are some drawbacks in the more general application to reconstruct the
morphologies of PNs. For example, this first work considered only the axial symmetry of PNs in the visual wavelength region and did not consider interstellar and/or
intrinsic absorption. In fact, Magnor et al (2005) conclude that their reconstruction approach is not applicable for irregularly shaped PN generated by outflowing
gas collisions and wind-wind interactions. More recently, Steffen and Lopez (2006)
presented a tool (called SHAPE) to study the 3D geometry and kinematic structure
of PNs (Abell 30 & NGC 6369)(Fig. 5.1), using commercial 3D modeling (animation) software. Although it is possible to reconstruct complicated 3D structure via
their approach, this work is highly specific to kinematic information obtained by
high-resolution long-slit spectroscopy at visible/IR wavelengths.
In this chapter I describe a different approach to construct 3D plasma models
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detailing the intrinsic structure of the X-ray-emitting regions of PNs. Presently,
MIT’s Kavli Institute is developing volumetric 3D modeling (V3D) routines to encode source geometry in 3D cubes of scalar values; these can then be used for
visualization and as input to simulations1 . The V3D code has been developed with
X-ray transmission gratings data in mind. Since this code enables direct comparison
of user-defined 3D models with observed 2D event-based data sets, considering all
available information such as the broad-band surface brightness distribution, dispersed spectral images, radial and energy distributions, etc., it will mitigate many
of the uncertainties and restrictions described above.
I used V3D to construct 3D plasma models to describe the intrinsic structure of
the X-ray-emitting region of BD+30◦3639 by reproducing the LETG/ACIS results
(both the 0th order image and dispersed images), taking into account the physical/chemical plasma components and intervening absorption obtained from spectral
model fitting and Chandra’s instrumental characteristics.

5.2

Event 2D

To analyze the extended X-ray source within BD+30◦3639 observed with the Chandra LETGsgratings spectrometer, I used the Event-2D system (Dewey & Noble
2008), developed by MIT Kavli Lab. As shown in Fig. 5.2, Event-2D system consists of 4 main parts: generation of a 3D model of source, instrument simulation to
generate modeled 2D events from the source photons, and visualization and com1

http://space.mit.edu/hydra/v3d.html
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parison of the observed and modeled data. Event-2D data is written in S-Lang2 , a
programmer’s library designed to allow a developer to create robust multi-platform
software. S-Lang is used in ISIS and it allows the user to extend the available
functionality in such packages.

5.2.1

Source 3D: Generation of 3D model

The source 3D routine constructs and makes a view of the source model as a combination of geometric components describing the source (e.g. its own 3D geometry), its
associated emission spectra, and its velocity properties. The volumetric 3D library
(V3D)3 provides a way to define and visualize 3D cubes of scalar values. One can
produce more complex 3D structures by combining constructed 3D models through
union and intersection. For the input parameters of source 3D routine, geometric
components are specified using the V3D library. The emission spectra associated
with chemical components of elements can be defined by the functions used in ISIS
and it is therefore possible to call and use directly fitting results obtained by ISIS.
Velocity properties, such as expansion in supernova remnants and orbital rotation,
can be included as inputs as well. In addition, the source 3D routine makes it
possible to include a foreground absorption component (e.g., column density (NH )
toward on X-ray source), applied in the observer’s frame. Hence, the user defines the
structure of the 3D array and updates it using other input parameters as described
above. With those input parameters, and an optional input of effective area for a
2
3

http://www.jedsoft.org/slang/
http://space.mit.edu/hydra/v3d.html
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first approximation, a Monte Carlo method is used to generate photons with Sky
X, Y, energy and time values. These photons are used as input for the “instrument
simulation”.

5.2.2

Data and Instrument Simulation

Data to be analyzed (e.g. a Chandra FITS event file) are loaded into an internal
structure by specifying [Sky–X, Sky–Y ] (for 0th-order data) and/or [Wavelength,
Cross-Dispersion] (for dispersed events). Additional structures keep track of the
instrument properties, the event data and the viewing and binning parameters for
the loaded dataset.
The instrument simulation is done by Monte Carlo ray-tracing with consideration of effective area as a function of energy, a 2D-gaussian approximation of the
on-axis PSF, and the detector energy resolution. For the gratings spectrometer, the
simulation additionally includes period variation and cross-dispersion blurs. Simulated events for image and gratings spectrometers, generated by the data and
instrument simulations, are loaded into the model events for comparison with the
“real” (observed) events.

5.2.3

Comparison of Data and Model, and Model Fitting

Both the observed and model datasets are stored as 2D arrays along the x and y directions. Comparison of the data with the model is implemented using a KolmogrovSmirov test, providing the statistical level of agreement between data and model.
Then the user calculates the χ2 between data and model.
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To guide the range and binning size for the comparison, a fit of a specific feature
of the model is required, as shown in fig. 5.2. Non-linear conjugate gradient fitting
method (C-G) provides best-fit values of a parameter set, and Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) method with the same setup as the C-G fitting gives an idea of the
where the fit values are still acceptable. Finally, Synthesized 3D solid models, 2D
model images, 2D data and simulation images and residuals are visualized.

5.3

Datasets

For the construction of 3D modeling, the dispersed images and 0th-order images of
BD+30◦3639 obtained by the Chandra gratings spectrometer in 2006 (Ch. 3), are
considered here for analysis. The observations (Table 3.2), obtained at 5 different
dates due to exposure time constraints, have different roll angles and, hence, position
angles of dispersed spectral images (e.g. 41.41◦ for 5409, 69.58◦ for 7278 and 335.17◦
for 5410, 8495, & 8498 as shown in Table 3.2). In addition, the positive and negative
orders of the dispersed image have slightly different patterns for an extended source.
In the plus order image, the long wavelength component is on the “right” side, but in
the minus order image, the long wavelength component is on the “left” (see details
in Fig. 3 of Flanagan et al. 2004). Therefore, a direct merge of all dispersed images
without consideration of their different roll angle is not desireable. Hence, I made
four dispersed images from the 2006 dataset. The first two (5409 & 7278) are merged
with a weighted-average roll angle of 53.23◦ to increase the photon numbers, and the
last three are all at 335.17◦ (or -24.83◦). The merged dispersed images are shown in
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fig. 5.3. The merged 0th-order image is shown in Fig. 5.4.

5.4

Volumetric 3D Models

To generate a model of the BD+30◦3639 X-ray source, I defined a distance from earth
(1.2 kpc; Li et al. 2002), V3D coordinates size (6.0 arcsec radius) and resolution (37
cells per radius), and other custom parameters such as center of X and Y, inside and
outside radius, ratio of major axes, position angle, norm value for total counts etc,
depending on the geometric structure of defined models. Then, I loaded the APED
spectral fit result, as shown in second column of Table 3.4, to define the elemental
components.
After defining the model, fine tuning of the model parameters is required. It
is best to manually change the model parameters to a first approximation to the
data. Then, one could apply automated fitting to obtain best-fit parameter values.
As described in Sec. 5.2.2, C-G fitting is first applied to find the minimum residual
values and MCMC then gives an idea of the shape of the parameter space and the
acceptable range of the parameters around these minimum values. Because the
best-fit parameter values of a model generated from random events are somewhat
different each time, one still needs to fine-tune the parameters manually.
After fitting the parameters, the Event-2D function (e2d pars2fom) evaluates
the ratio of observed to model intensities, because overall intensity is not a fitting
parameter and must be manually adjusted to yield sum(data)/sum(model) ∼ 1.0.
This adjustment improves the fit, and further adjustment of the scaling to reproduce
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the spectrum is not needed.
To make a detailed comparison of the dispersion of line images, I investigated
plots of 1D projected images along the wavelength and cross dispersion directions
and plotted the K-S test, cumulative fraction of data, and model events (see below).
To define 3D modeling and describe an intrinsic “hot bubble”, I assumed two
different cases: constant absorption and spatial–variable absorption.

5.4.1

Constant Absorption Model

As a first step of construction of 3D modeling, I assumed that there is constant
intranebular and/or line-of-sight absorption, representing the case in which the appearance of X-ray emitting gas is mainly governed by the spatially variations in the
intrinsic plasma luminosity.

Simple Spheroid Model
Because the BD+30◦ 3639 X-ray source appears as an elliptical structure overall
(Kastner et al. 2000), a simple “sphere” shape was chosen from the V3D library
(Fig. 5.5). Fig. 5.6 shows that the initial model parameters are not well-constrained
and it is necessary to adjust the parameters. After parameter fitting, the model is
significantly redefined (Fig. 5.7) and residual image as shown in Fig. 5.8 is improved
overall.
Fig. 5.9 shows the possibility of the comparison of simulated line images with
the dispersed spectral line images. Although the simulated line images seem wellmatched overall, there are too few counts in the dispersed spectral line images (50
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- 300). for a comparison. Therefore, I merged the dispersed spectral images to
increase the number of counts. The resulting merged spectral line images having a
different roll angle are overlapped and more extended, unlike the merged 0th-order
image. However, because the spectral line images and simulated images are both
merged in the same way, it is possible to compare them.
Projected 1–D plots (as shown in Appendix) along the dispersed wavelength and
cross-dispersion are given as well. The K-S test was applied for the evaluation of
this comparison. Here, the p-value is unitless and gives the probability that the
model and observed data sets are drawn from the same underlying distribution. If
>

the p-value is ∼ 0.01, it means the two are reasonably in agreement (similar to being
within 1 to 3 sigma).
Fig. 5.10 shows the 3D–rendered images with the best-fit simple sphere model.

Spheroid and Bright Arc Model

As shown in Fig. 5.8, there is a clear excess emission on the north-east side that
could be represented by an extra emission component in this region. Hence, I added
a fixed arc of emission, and combined this with the “sphere” model (Fig. 5.11). I
then repeated the automated and manual parameter adjustment process described
in the previous section.
The resulting comparison of 0th order and dispersed line and simulated line
images is shown in Fig. 5.15 to Fig. B11.
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Spatially Variable Absorption Model

As described in previous chapters (Ch. 3 and Ch. 4), I analyzed the first Xray gratings spectroscopy of a PN, BD+30◦3639, obtained in 2006. The previous
sections generated 3D modeling of this PN using V3D code based on those data. To
construct the preceding 3D model of this PN, I first assumed that there is uniform
foreground absorption toward this PN. However, Kastner et al.(2002) showed that
the distribution of visual (dust) extinction measured toward the X-ray emitting
regions of this PN is spatially varying (Fig. 5.17). Therefore, further quantitative
analysis of the intrinsic structure of BD+30◦3639 requires the use a spatially-varying
absorption (NH ) screen, to construct an improved 3D model of this PN. In fact this
“screen” represents the absorption due to the “cool” (T ≪ 106 K) intranebular and
circa-nebular (absorbing) gas and dust, and likely has a clumpy, shell-like (other
than planar) geometry.
In principle, use of the NH screen will provide the effect of cropping the sphere
boundary and providing the bright arc of emission in the north-east area of this PN
without extra intrinsic model components. Additionally, the parameters describing
spheroid of the intrinsic plasma (“hot bubble”) and dispersed line images should be
different from that generated by constant absorption 3D modeling and the model–
data composition should show improvement.
To define this new 3D model, I generated the “intrinsic” spectrum by setting
NH =0 and then placed the spatially varying absorption screen obtained from AV
map as shown in Fig. 5.17 in front of the intrinsic X-ray emitting sphere (Fig. 5.18).
The AV map was generated using the spatial distribution of the ratio IH β /IP α
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comparing with the theoretical emissivity ratio (and a standard ISM reddening)
because these hydrogen emission lines are relatively insensitive to the temperature
within planetary nebulae (Kastner et al. 2002). Fig. 5.20 and Fig. 5.21 show the
adjustment of the defined 3D model from parameter fitting.
It can be seen that the simulated line images of O vii at 18.627 Å (Fig. D8) are
better matched than for the cases of the results of the simple “sphere” model.
Fig. 5.23 shows the 3D rendered images with simple sphere + NH screen model.

5.5

2-component model with spatially varying absorption

As described in previous section, it appears that a model consisting of a simple
spheroid subjected to a spatially varying absorption is nearly as good a fit as the
sphere plus arc (plus constant absorption) model. However, this spheroid plus spatially varying absorption model represents a constant temperature within the hot
bubble, which is not supported by the results of spectral modeling of LETG gratings
spectroscopy, as described in Ch. 3. To define the physics-based 3D modeling, I
therefore defined a 3D model having a temperature variation within the hot bubble.
To define this model, I used the same basic parameters, such as inner and outer
radius of hot bubble, position angle, central position offset, and the ratio of major
axis used for spatially varying absoprtion model. I then assigned two associated
spectral components to represent the high and low temperature hot bubble spatial
components, respectively. Guided by the hot bubble theory results presented by
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Akashi et al. (2006), the model places the high temperature component (spheroid)
within the low temperature component (spheroid).
Because I obtained two temperatures and two normalization (“norm”) values for
the two temperature components as described in Ch. 3, I used these results to find
an acceptable range of volume ratio between the high temperature region and low
temperature region within the hot bubble. Because norm value is EM/(4πd2 )cm−5 ,
R

where EM= ne nH dV, d is the distance to object and ne and nH are density of
electron and hydrogen, the ratio of emission measures in turn constrains the ratio
of the volumes that are emitting at high and low temperature.
Hence, to calculate the range of radius for the high temperature hot bubble component, I fixed Rout =2.798” and Rin =0.87” while holding the ratio of the normalizations within the 90% confidence range of the two temperatures obtained from APED
spectral fitting (e.g. the high temperature : 2.6–3.3 Mk, low temperature=1.3–2.1
Mk). Using the theoretical model as shown in Fig. 5.24 (Akashi et al. 2006), I
defined the density range (0.3 < n (103 cm−3 ) < 0.5) for the high temperature hot
bubble and range (0.5 < n (103 cm−3 ) < 1.1) for the low temperature hot bubble,
respectively
The resulting calculated radius of high temperature hot bubble has a range of
1.53” < R < 2.52”. Hence, I selected three ranges (1.53”, 2.05” and 2.52”) for the
3D modeling (Fig 5.25). As shown in Fig 5.26, the results of high temperature hot
bubble with a radius of 2.52” best match the data.
Fig. 5.28 shows the 3D rendered images with simple sphere plus NH screen model.
These rendering clearly shows the inner, higher temperature spheroid surrounded
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by the outer, thin, dense shell respectively the cooler temperature hot bubble.

5.6

Comparison of Models

Fig. 5.29 shows the results for the 0th order image and spectrum obtained from
the four different 3D model formulations. The residual image obtained from the
simple “sphere” model show an excess of flux toward the north-east, while that of
sphere plus arc model appears better-fit. The residual image obtained from spatially
varying absoprtion model appears similar to that of simple “sphere” model but is
also improved relative to that model. In addition, the residual image obtained from
the 2-component model with spatially varying absoprtion appears similar to that
of the simple spheroid with spatially varying absoprtion model. However, this last
model is more realistic, since it represents the hot bubble temperature gradient, with
hot inner spheroid and thin, cooler, dense outer spheroid.
Table 5.2 shows the results of K-S tests providing the quantitative comparison of
the four models. Qualitatively, the 1D projection along the wavelength direction for
the sphere plus arc model is almost coincident with the observed data. The energy
spectrum is similar for all four models, but the spectrum of the simple spheroid plus
spatially varying absorption model matches best at lower energy. In addition, the
spectrum of the 2-component with spatially varying absoprtion matches well the
strong emission at 0.9 keV.
To quantitatively compare the dispersed line images deduced from four models,
I selected three strong emission lines having more than 200 photons (Fig 5.31 –
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Fig 5.33). Table 5.3 shows the results of K-S tests for these most dominant dispersed
emission lines. Note that the p-values in Ne ix 13.698 Å and O vii 18.627 Å lines
of the 2-component model with spatially varying absoprtion model are higher than
those of the other three models. The complete results of K-S tests for 0th-order
images and other dispersed emission lines are presented in the Appendix.

Although the 0th-order energy spectrum of spatially varying absorption model
and the 2-component model with spatially varying absoprtion model are not very
different, their p-values change very fast with a small change in the “Max |diff|”,
maximum difference between cumulative data and model, just as a Gaussian changes
very fast in its wings (Fig. 5.30 and Table 5.2). It is probably caused by the fact
that the low temperature emission is mostly on the outside of the image and so it
contributes larger values of the NH screen, so that the lower energies are somewhat
more attenuated and the “Max |diff|” gets larger. This indicates that the “intrinsic”
low temperature norm value should then be somewhat larger, and perhaps some of
the line fluxes would change a little too.

I conclude that although the sphere plus arc model provides the best-matched
synthesized images, both the spatially varying absorption model and the spatially
varying absorption model with two temperature provide improved results over that
of a simple “sphere” model, and provide nearly as good a fit as the sphere plus arc
model. Because the 2-component plus spatially varying absoprtion model is the best
representation of the actual physical situation within BD+30◦3639, this last model
is favored.
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Conclusion and Future Work

The results demonstrate V3D’s capability to reproduce the key geometric components for the X-ray emitting plasma within BD+30◦ 3639. As shown in Table 5.1, all
three V3D models considered here yield similar results for model parameter values,
such as ∼ 2.8 arcsec for the radius of the hot bubble, 99◦ for position angle, and
0.81 for the ratio of major axes. Additionally, the NH /AV conversion factor from
fitting to the spatially varying absorption model (1.6×1021 cm−2 ) gives an overall
spectrum that matches the observed data and is within the range of expected values
obtained by the Wolk et al (2006) study of star formation regions. The large inner
radius value obtained for the spatially varying absorption model indicates that the
emission per volume is smaller in the interior than the outer regions of the hot bubble. This result is theoretically supported, as shown in Fig. 5.24. Furthermore, the
modeling is further improved (theoretically) by adding a second spheroidal emission
component so as to represent a temperature gradient within the hot bubble.
Therefore, V3D-based modeling is capable of specifying the detailed structure of
the X-ray-emitting hot bubble within BD+30◦ 3639, and has the potential to further
represent the nebula’s other key (optical and IR) emission components. Hence, V3D
provides the future capability to model (HST) optical/IR imagery “simultaneously”
with X-ray imagery. The reconstructed 3D image can be applied to confirm the lack
of proper motion of the X-ray-emitting gas (as inferred from multi-epoch Chandra
imaging; Ch. 4) and the density and temperature structure adopted for the V3D
simulations furthermore can be used to constrain PN wind-collision models, such as
shown in Fig. 5.24.
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Figure 5.1 Synthesized 3D image (left) and position-velocity diagram (right, position
vertical and veloctiy horizontal) of PN Abell 30. The horizontal lines in the left
image represents the coverage of the spectrograph slit (from Steffen & Lopez. 2006).
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Figure 5.2 Block Diagram of Event 2D. The flow starts from the bottom right and
proceeds clockwise (http: //space.mit.edu/hydra/E2D demo/e2d demo.html).
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Figure 5.3 Dispersed spectral images of BD+30◦ 3639 from 5 to 40Å (0.05Å/bin) for
positive and negative first orders from the first (5409+7278; lower two spectra) and
second (5410+8495+8498; upper two spectra) epochs of 2006.
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Figure 5.4 Merged 0th order image of BD+30◦ 3639.
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Figure 5.5 First defined modeling of 0th order image of BD+30◦ 3639: simple
“sphere” model. The initial shape is round, since parameter fitting is not applied
yet.
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of data and model of 0th-order image of BD+30◦3639 after
initially defining the model. blue indicates: chi < -1.5 (model is much greater]),
green indicates: -1.5 < chi < 0 (model is greater), yellow indicates: 0 < chi < 1.5
(data is greater), red indicates: chi > 1.5 (data is much greater).
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Figure 5.7 Defined modeling of 0th order image of BD+30◦ 3639 (simple “sphere”
model) after parameter fitting and subsequent compensation of overall intensity.
The model shape is now ellitical.
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of data and model of 0th-order image of BD+30◦3639 after
parameter fitting and compensation of overall intensity. Comparing to Fig. 5.6, the
difference of overall intensity is improved. blue indicates: chi < -1.5 (model is much
greater]), green indicates: -1.5 < chi < 0 (model is greater), yellow indicates: 0 <
chi < 1.5 (data is greater), red indicates: chi > 1.5 (data is much greater).
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Figure 5.9 Comparison of dispersed spectral line (top), simulated (middle) and residual line images (bottom) of BD+30◦3639 from 0 to 45Å (0.05Å/bin). Positive first
order (5409+7278, first from top), negative first order (5409+7278, second from
top), positive first order (5410+8495+8498; third from top) and negative first order
(5410+8495+8498; fourth from top).
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Figure 5.10 A 3D rendering of the hot bubble spheroid of BD+30◦ 3639. X-direction
(upper left), Y-direction (upper middle) and Z-direction (upper right) slice image.
East-side view (left), front view (middle) and top (north) view (right).
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Figure 5.11 First defined modeling of 0th order image of BD+30◦3639: “sphere +
bright arc” model.
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Figure 5.12 Comparison of data and model of 0th-order image of BD+30◦3639 after
defining model. blue indicates: chi < -1.5 (model is much greater]), green indicates:
-1.5 < chi < 0 (model is greater), yellow indicates: 0 < chi < 1.5 (data is greater),
red indicates: chi > 1.5 (data is much greater).
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Figure 5.13 Model of 0th order image of BD+30◦3639 after parameter fitting and
compensation of overall intensity: “sphere” + bright arc model.
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Figure 5.14 Comparison of data and model (“sphere” + bright arc) of 0th-order
image of BD+30◦3639 after parameter fitting and compensation of overall intensity.
Comparing to Fig. 5.13, the difference of overall intensity is improved. blue indicates:
chi < -1.5 (model is much greater]), green indicates: -1.5 < chi < 0 (model is greater),
yellow indicates: 0 < chi < 1.5 (data is greater), red indicates: chi > 1.5 (data is
much greater).
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Figure 5.15 As in Fig. 5.9, comparison of dispersed spectral line (top), simulated (middle) and residual line images (bottom) of BD+30◦ 3639 from 0 to 45Å
(0.05Å/bin).
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Figure 5.16 A 3D rendering of the hot bubble spheroid + arc model of BD+30◦3639.
X-direction (upper left), Y-direction (upper middle) and Z-direction (upper right)
slice image. East-side view (left), front view (middle) and top (north) view (right).
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Figure 5.17 Overlay of 2000 CXO/ACIS X-ray image (contours) on extinction map
of BD+30◦3639 (Kastner et al. 2002).
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Figure 5.18 First defined modeling of 0th order image of BD+30◦3639: “spatially
variable absorption” model.
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Figure 5.19 Comparison of data and model of 0th-order image of BD+30◦ 3639 after
defining “spatially variable absorption” model. blue indicates: chi < -1.5 (model is
much greater]), green indicates: -1.5 < chi < 0 (model is greater), yellow indicates:
0 < chi < 1.5 (data is greater), red indicates: chi > 1.5 (data is much greater).
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Figure 5.20 Defined modeling of 0th order image of BD+30◦ 3639 after parameter
fitting and compensation of overall intensity: “spatially variable absorption” model.
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Figure 5.21 Comparison of data and model of 0th-order image of BD+30◦ 3639 after
parameter fitting and compensation of overall intensity. Comparing to Fig. 5.20,
the difference of overall intensity is improved. blue indicates: chi < -1.5 (model is
much greater]), green indicates: -1.5 < chi < 0 (model is greater), yellow indicates:
0 < chi < 1.5 (data is greater), red indicates: chi > 1.5 (data is much greater).
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Figure 5.22 As in Fig. 5.9 comparison of dispersed spectral line (top), simulated (middle) and residual line images (bottom) of BD+30◦3639 from 0 to 45Å
(0.05Å/bin).
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Figure 5.23 A 3D rendering of the hot bubble spheroid + nH screen of BD+30◦ 3639.
X-direction (upper left), Y-direction (upper middle) and Z-direction (upper right)
slice image. East-side view (left), front view (middle) and top (north) view (right).
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Figure 5.24 Schematic diagram of PN (upper). The gas temperature, total number
density, pressure, the total gass mass M(r) (logarithmatic scale in units of M⊙ ), and
cooling time (logarithmatic scale in years) as a function of distance between R2 and
Rc (lower) (from Akashi et al. 2006).
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Figure 5.25 Defined modeling of 0th order image of BD+30◦ 3639 for the two component model: outer radius of 1.53” (left), 2.05” (middle) and 2.52” (right) for the
high temperature hot bubble.
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Figure 5.26 Comparison of the results of 2-component model with spatially varying
absorption: outer radius of 1.53” (left), 2.05” (middle) and 2.52” (right) for the high
temperature hot bubble. Residual images, 1D projections along in X and Y, and
energy spectrum are shown from top to bottom.
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Figure 5.27 As in Fig. 5.9 comparison of dispersed spectral line (top), simulated (middle) and residual line images (bottom) of BD+30◦ 3639 from 0 to 45Å
(0.05Å/bin).
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Figure 5.28 A 3D rendering of the 2-component hot bubble spheroid + nH screen
model for BD+30◦ 3639. X-direction (upper left), Y-direction (upper middle) and
Z-direction (upper right) slice image. East-side view (left), front view (middle) and
top (north) view (right).
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Figure 5.29 Comparison of the results of 4 different models: simple sphere model
(left), sphere+arc model (second from left), spatially varying absorption model
(third from left) and 2-component plus spatially varying absoprtion model (right).
Residual images, 1D projections along in X and Y, and energy spectrum are shown
from top to bottom. East towards left-direction and north towards upper-direction
on the residual images.
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Figure 5.30 The results of K-S test of 4 different models: simple sphere model (left),
sphere+arc model (second from left), spatially varying absorption model (third from
left) and spatially varying absorption model with two temperature (right). Residual
images, 1D projections along in X and Y, and energy spectrum are shown from top
to bottom. East towards left-direction and north towards upper-direction on the
residual images.
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BD+30 3639 : Wavelength projection for Ne IX r at 13.447 A
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Figure 5.31 Smoothed dispersed Ne ix 13.447Å images (upper) of data (yellow)
and model (green). 1D projected plots (red–data, blue–Model) along the dispersed
wavelength (middle) and cross-dispersion (bottom).
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Figure 5.32 As in Fig. 5.31 for Ne ix 13.698Å.
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Figure 5.33 As in Fig. 5.31 for Ne ix 18.967Å.
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parameters
xc (location of hot bubble in X)
yc (location of hot bubble in Y)
rin (size (arcsec) of central stellar wind)
rout (size (arcsec) of hot bubble)
ratio (ratio minor of major axis)
P.A (position angle of hot bubble, 90+α degree)
efrac (intensity of bright arc)
xwc (location of NH screen in X)
ywc (location of NH screen in Y)

Constant Absorption Model
s

s+a

Spatially variable absorption model
s+NH

2-s+NH

0.75
-0.25
0.4
2.67
0.81
11.67
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.96
-0.28
0.0
2.85
0.81
9.0
0.22
N/A
N/A

0.933
-0.290
0.870
2.798
0.81
9.0
N/A
0.997
0.031

0.933
-0.290
0.870
2.798
0.81
9.0
N/A
0.997
0.031
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Table 5.1. Parameter values for 3 different V3D models

Note. — s = sphere; s+a = sphere+arc; s+NH = sphere+nH ; 2-s+NH = 2-shpere+NH

149

150

s

Wavelength direction
s+a
s+NH
2-s+NH

0.0

0.44

7.6e-9

6.0e-5

s
7.0e-4

Dispersion direction
s+a
s+NH
2-s+NH
0.07

0.37

0.01

s

Energy spectrum
s+a
s+NH
2-s+NH

4.1e-12 1.5e-11

Note. — s = sphere; s+a = sphere+arc; s+NH = sphere+nH ; 2-s+NH = 2-shpere+NH

1.3e-7

1.2e-14
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Table 5.2. Comparison of p-values of 0th order image

Line

(Å)

Counts

s

Mg xi ...
Ne ix ...
Ne x ...
Ne ix ...
Ne ix ...
O viii ...
O vii ...
O viii ...
O vii ...
C vi ...
C vi ...

9.619
11.544
12.232
13.447
13.698
16.006
18.627
18.967
21.602
28.465
33.734

53
108
114
289
219
75
83
221
133
17
57

0.21
0.72
0.37
0.11
0.02
1.0e-4
0.01
0.0003
0.17
0.80
0.33

Wavelength direction
s+a
s+nH
0.17
0.77
0.51
0.15
0.02
0.06
0.01
0.004
0.10
0.86
0.27

0.16
0.77
0.26
0.11
0.03
0.003
0.03
0.002
0.11
0.76
0.47

2-s+NH

s

0.06
0.73
0.27
0.13
0.02
2.0e-4
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.52
0.01

0.23
0.03
0.32
0.35
0.21
0.03
0.80
0.84
0.46
0.70
0.80

Dispersion direction
s+a
s+nH
1.07
1.30
0.15
0.32
0.42
1.07
1.20
0.69
0.63
0.61
0.8

0.08
0.01
0.14
0.6
0.18
0.02
0.96
0.82
0.58
0.59
0.42

2-s+NH
0.03
0.01
0.22
0.91
0.30
0.03
0.63
0.81
0.74
0.95
0.36
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Table 5.3. Comparison of P-values of line images

Note. — s = sphere; s+a = sphere+arc; s+NH = sphere+nH ; 2-s+NH = 2-shpere+NH
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A. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF SIMPLE SPHERE MODEL

A

153

Results of dispersed images of simple sphere
model

154
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Figure A1 Mg xi 9.6169Å. K-S test plots (red–data, blue–Model) along the dispersed
wavelength (upper left) and cross-dispersion (upper right). “P-value” provides the
statistical level of agreement between data and model and data for the K-S test
are not smoothed. Dispersed images (lower) of data (yellow) and model (green) are
smoothed.

A. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF SIMPLE SPHERE MODEL

Figure A2 Ne ix 11.544Å for simple sphere model, as in Fig. A1.
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Figure A3 Ne x 12.232Å for simple sphere model, as in Fig. A1.

A. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF SIMPLE SPHERE MODEL

Figure A4 Ne ix 13.447Å for simple sphere model, as in Fig. A1.
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Figure A5 Ne ix 13.698Å for simple sphere model, as in Fig. A1.

A. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF SIMPLE SPHERE MODEL

Figure A6 O viii 16.006Å for simple sphere model, as in Fig. A1.
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Figure A7 O vii 18.627Å for simple sphere model, as in Fig. A1.

A. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF SIMPLE SPHERE MODEL

Figure A8 O viii 18.967Å for simple sphere model, as in Fig. A1.
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Figure A9 O vii 21.602Å for simple sphere model, as in Fig. A1.

A. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF SIMPLE SPHERE MODEL

Figure A10 C vi 28.46Å for simple sphere model, as in Fig. A1.
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Figure A11 C vi 33.73Å for simple sphere model, as in Fig. A1.

B. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF SPHERE+ARC MODEL

165

Figure B1 Mg xi 9.6169Å for sphere+arc model, as in Fig. A1.

B

Results of dispersed images of sphere+arc model
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Figure B2 Ne ix 11.544Å for sphere+arc model, as in Fig. A1.

B. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF SPHERE+ARC MODEL

Figure B3 Ne x 12.232Å for sphere+arc model, as in Fig. A1.
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Figure B4 Ne ix 13.447Å for sphere+arc model, as in Fig. A1.

B. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF SPHERE+ARC MODEL

Figure B5 Ne ix 13.698Å for sphere+arc model, as in Fig. A1.
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Figure B6 O viii 16.006Å for sphere+arc model, as in Fig. A1.

B. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF SPHERE+ARC MODEL

Figure B7 O vii 18.627Å for sphere+arc model, as in Fig. A1.
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Figure B8 O viii 18.967Å for sphere+arc model, as in Fig. A1.

B. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF SPHERE+ARC MODEL

Figure B9 O vii 21.602Å for sphere+arc model, as in Fig. A1.
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Figure B10 C vi 28.46Å for sphere+arc model, as in Fig. A1.

B. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF SPHERE+ARC MODEL

Figure B11 C vi 33.73Å for sphere+arc model, as in Fig. A1.
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Figure C1 Mg xi 9.6169Å for sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.

C

Results of dispersed images of sphere+NH model

C. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF SPHERE+NH MODEL

Figure C2 Ne ix 11.544Å for sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.
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Figure C3 Ne x 12.232Å for sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.

C. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF SPHERE+NH MODEL

Figure C4 Ne ix 13.447Å for sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.
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Figure C5 Ne ix 13.698Å for sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.

C. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF SPHERE+NH MODEL

Figure C6 O viii 16.006Å for sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.
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Figure C7 O vii 18.627Å for sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.

C. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF SPHERE+NH MODEL

Figure C8 O viii 18.967Å for sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.
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Figure C9 O vii 21.602Å for sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.

C. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF SPHERE+NH MODEL

Figure C10 C vi 28.46Å for sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.
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Figure C11 C vi 33.73Å for sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.

D. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF 2-SPHERE+NH MODEL

187

Figure D1 Mg xi 9.6169Å for 2-sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.

D

Results of dispersed images of 2-sphere+NH
model
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Figure D2 Ne ix 11.544Å for 2-sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.

D. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF 2-SPHERE+NH MODEL

Figure D3 Ne x 12.232Å for 2-sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.
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Figure D4 Ne ix 13.447Å for 2-sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.

D. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF 2-SPHERE+NH MODEL

Figure D5 Ne ix 13.698Å for 2-sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.
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Figure D6 O viii 16.006Å for 2-sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.

D. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF 2-SPHERE+NH MODEL

Figure D7 O vii 18.627Å for 2-sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.
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Figure D8 O viii 18.967Å for 2-sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.

D. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF 2-SPHERE+NH MODEL

Figure D9 O vii 21.602Å for 2-sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.
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Figure D10 C vi 28.46Å for 2-sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.

D. RESULTS OF DISPERSED IMAGES OF 2-SPHERE+NH MODEL

Figure D11 C vi 33.73Å for 2-sphere+NH model, as in Fig. A1.
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